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RACES TOMORROW
AT FAIR'MODS

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. JUNE 27 1907.
WEATHER FOREC.ALST.

tt
C.ENTS PER WEEK

BAPTIST ASSOCIATION WILL
PROVIDENT ASS'N SMITH IS NOMINATED FOR
MEET AT ASHLAND IN 1908 TO INCORPORATE MAYOR BI THE REPUBLICANS
segieekt4444„64,I"
,.4 gieseaireeee,02,

Excellent Card Offered By the
Matinee Club
Many of the Fast Ones tie to Mayfield
for Mid-Summer Meet Next
Week.

The Rev. Calvin M. Thompson
Served Notice of Purpose to
Introduce Change in Constitution Next Year
ANNIVERSARY OBSERVED TODAY

LAST

CHANCE FOR

A

WHILE

On account of the midsummer
meet at Mayfield, which will take
several of the fastest horses from
Paducah for a few days next week,
the Matinee club has decided to hold
a meet at the Fair Grounds tomorrow
afternoon. Although the races are
hustled up in short order, a distinct
improvement in classification will be
noted from the grand stand, just as
meet
his marked each succeeding
from the first. As the marks of the
'horses are more satisfactorily established they will he more evenly
be
matched, and the contests will
closer. The last two Meets exhibited
more three heat contests than the
first.
The judges tomorrow will be: J.
M. Lang, Hal Corbett, and W. M.
Reed.
' Starters—R. W. Tully and Thomas
Settle.
Timers—J. S. Bieecker and E. J.
Paxton.
The program:
Class A Trot.
Mlle Heats—
Billy Buck, owned and driven by
A. S. Thompson.
Blackwood, owned by West Kentucky Stock Farm, driven by C. H.
Harris.
Ella Mack, owned and driven by
B. T. Frank.
Class A Pam
Mile Heats—
Bezield, owned and _driver_ by. le
H. Harris.
Harry A, owned and driven by R.
T. Frank.
J. T., owned by Ed Morgan, driven
by A, S. Thompson.
Class B Pace.
1-2 Mile Heats—
Brook fiflI, owned and driven by
A. S. Thorapson.
Sam Patch, owned and driven by
Testn Settle.
Bell Brooks, owned and driven by
C. H. Harris.
Class (' Pace.
1-2 Mlle Heats. Tobe Scott, owned and driven by
George H. Goodman.
Gus B, owned and driven by T. J.
Sea ht.
Dick S. owned by W. S. Smith,
driven by C. H. Harris.
Running Match.
3-4 Mile Dash—
Lady Foster, owned by Zaeh Bryant.
Utah, owned by West Kentucky
Stock Farm.
Slow Pace.
Red Rock, owned and driven by
C. L. Van Meter.
Midnight, owned and driven by
Tom Settle.
Judge Burton, owned and driven
by R. W. Tully.
Bessie Mack, owned and driven by
Virgil Sherrell.

NO SELECTION OF
COMMITTEE MADE
Louisville, Ky., June 27.—(S'Pecia')-- Republican candidates met
yesterday to select a campaign committee, but owing to the absence of
W. H. Cox of Maysville, who was
detained on aecoutat of Illness. In
his family, selections of a campaign
committee was postponed until next
week.
PADUCAH TENNIS CIA711
READY FOR TOURNAMENT.
The Paducah Tennis club Is preparing for a series of tournaments at
Sixth street and Kentucky ave. The
fine court is daily the scene of practice games and Paducah will get up
a champion team to challenge Cairo,
Mayfield, Metropolis and other towns
nearby. A high wire fence surrounds
the court, and the green grass on every side with the benches, make It
attractive for lovers of the game. The
club has a membership of twelve now'

WAR IS IMMINENT
IN LATIN STATES
Gualamale GUY, June 27.— War
between Nicaragua and Salvador and
Guatemala is believed to be 'only a
Matter of a few days. President ?Alio-it's ambition to own all the republic. of Central America is increasing. If the struggle begins It
twin involve all Central America before the war ends.

2

Plans Maturing For Paducah's
First Company

Chairman—Miss E. Broadax.
Secretary
Treasurer — Miss
Willie Lamb.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. J.
M. Prestridge.
Vox Dept. and Literature —
Mrs. 1'. M. Sherman.
Sunbeam Leader—Miss Edna
Woman's Column—Mrs. W.
11. aletiock.
Leader an W. Society—Mrs.
Scott Duncan.

BIG CONVENTION
OF REPUBLICANS

Five Months of Its Existence Have
Shown Marvelous Progress in
Its Line.

f

Crowd Room at City Hall to
Doors and Enthusiasm is
at High Pitch

IS ONLY SOUTHERN CONCERN.
Mayfield, Ky.,'„Inue 27.—(Speciai)
—The next meeting of the General
• Mrs. S. E. Woody, Mrs. G. R.
Association of Kentucky Baptists nil'
IHL..
Eager, Miss E. N. Burke, Miss
Incorporation of the Provident
be held at Ashland, Ky., the last
Lida Ramey, Mrs. H. H. McCulCasulty association, Paducah's first
CONTEST
Wednesday
FOR ORGANIZATION.
in
June,
190e.
The
anGenerally fair tonight and Friday.
lough.
insurance company, probably will be
Warmer Friday. Highest tempera- nual sermon will be preached by the
accomplished by September 1. The
Rev. Dr. M. B. Adams, of Frankfort. twaeweeeevieog,wwoeektnee*
ture yesterday, 83; lowest today, 83.
capitalization of the company will be
Alternate, the Rev. iM. E. Dodd, of
$1,60,000) fully paid as the Kentucky
Candidates for Mayor and
Fulton,
insurance laws require the capital of
for city Jailer—Many Familiar
society,
which
This
convened'
was
substance
the
in
the
Presof
the
reMOUNTAIN BATTLE.
Names
port of the executive committee of byterian church and held. an enthusi- any company to be that much and
Whitesburg, Ky., June 27.—
the association presented this after- astic session, were elected, as men- paid up before it can be incorporated.
Members of a surveying corps,
JAMES P. SMITH,
noon by the Rev. Calvin M. Thomp- tioned above.
The Provident Casulty association
locating land lines claimed by
The total increase in cash coptribn- has been operating for five months
son, of Paducah. The association will
Republican Candidate for Mayor.
old Virginia grants in the ElkEXCELLENT
SCHOOL
TICKET.
adjourn on completion of business dons the last year was $2,012.63. on the mutual plan and in that time
horu Mountains, was fired on
Boxes valued at $4.3s6.2e were sent has made a record scarcely paralleled
tomorrow.
by mountaineers Wednesday. In
Dr. Thompson served notice this to missionaries. The society gave to by any insurance company in its line. WELL KNOWN MAYFIELD
the battle, which followed, John
WOMAN PASSES AWAY.
morning that he will next year pre- home, state and foreign missions More policies have been written in
Adams WAN killed and Charnel
The court room at the city hall was
sent an amendment, making a dras- $17,202.20.
Small was mortally wounded.
the first five months of its existence
crowded to the doors this afternoon
tic
change
in
the
method
of
Mayfield,
electing
Ky.,
Another man was
June 27. (Special.)
than by any company, whose start is
seriously
when Dr. Frank Boyd, chairman of
members to the state board of misAnnual Sermon,
wounded. Right a title to milknown to its officers, and when the —Mrs. Mary Ridgway, 75 years old, the
city Republican committee, called
The
sions. At present there are 34 memannual sermon was preached year is closed next February, a show- wife of J. E. Ridgway, a well known
lions of dollars worth of properbers elected by the association from last night by the Rev. Lloyd T. Wil- ing remarkable for this section of citizen, and mother of Mr. Willliam the Republican city convention to orty is involved.
the state at large. Dr. Thompaon's son, of 'Louisville. His text was ta- the country, will be made. It is the Ridgway, the hardware dealer, died der.
There were sorn any present adplan is to increase the membership ken from Romans 1:16. His subject only company writing its particular at her home here last night. The
WINE STRIKE.
journment was taken to Fourth
to 76, one to be elected from each was: "Grounds for Glorifying in the le._ of insurance, south of the
Paris, June 27.—The wreckOhio burial took place this afternoon in street.
of the district associations and seven Gospel of Christ." The three grounds river.
ing of a passenger train in a
the city cemetery. The .Rev. E. D.
E. E. Bell, leader of the Palmer
from the vicinity of Louisville, thus discussed were: The nature of the
tunnel near Port yendrtrz today
Kuntz officiated,
This
company
had
a
particularly
forces, nominated Alderman Sam
representation. gospel Itself; the purpose of the goswas laid by anehonftles at the =. giving all districts
fortunate time to begin operations
Hubbard for chairman. F. M. Fisher
r. Thompson's plan met with the pel, and the power of the gospel.
door of revolting wine growers
when an impulse was given to all
nominated W. T. Melee
Preceding
the
cordial
approval
sermon
Dr.
all
the
churchof
Calvin
In the Midi. Dispatches give meaWill Farley, E. E. Bell and W. F.
M. Thompson gave notice of the home companies from the conditions
men present.
gre details, saying the train was
disclosed in some of the big eastern
Paxton were chosen tellers. The
amendment of the constitution.
derailed under myeterious cirmen passed between the tellers, who
Dr. J. N. Prestridge introduced a companies. The home capital is
Anniversary Semites.
cumstances. No mention was
realizing that much of the marvelous
counted them as they passed.
resolution
commendatory
special
of
the
program
A
late
commemorative
made of casuaities...M. Albert is
Hubbard got 239 votes.
of the seventieth anniversary of the Mr. Bramble, of Cynthiana, who development of the east has been
In jail.
Miller received '403 votes.
establishment of the Genera: Associ- left a vast estate to provide a home due to the stream of money poured
W. T. Miller was elected permanation at Louisville was observed this for education of poor girls of Ken- into that section through insurance
RODGERS ARRIVES.
ent chairman, and John Egester
channels, and if this money is kept
morning ahd much interesting data tucky.
Havana, June 27.—Pnited
Governor Beckham Named secretary.
at home, as it safely may be, the
encouraging
and
prophecies
were
States Consul General Rodgers,
Alderman Earl Palmer gained the
south will have more capital on
County Attorney of Jeffer
Ministers Aid.
brought out.
recently transferred from Shangfloor and nominated James P. Smith
The report of the Ministers' Aid which to develop Its resources.
Dr. J. N. Weaver read a paper on
hai to Havana, arrived today
son County to Succeed Paul for mayor and he was chosen by acThe caeital stock of the Provident
"Recollections of Men, Who Originat- society showed the following facts:
and was given at hearty welcome
claMation.
Invested fund, $31,670.35; expended Casualty association is divided into
ed the General Association."
by Cubans and officers of the
C. Barth
The committee on resolutions was
10,0.00
last
shares
of
$10
each.
year,
Much
$2.794.50;
headquaralthe
Georgeof
Yeager,
Prot
Arthur
provisional governnient.
W. F. Paxton, Louis Bebout, Frank
I
town college, read a paper- on "The ters are at Owensboro and the officers ready has been sold in Paducah, and
Boyd, E. E. Bell and G. H. Burks.
Baptists of 'Kentucky and an Educat- are: President, the Rev. W. rit, Now- to give the company a hold in other
NIUST
The committee on nominations was
lin; vice-president, J. S. H. Kigel; towus iu Kentucky, southern Illinois HE PIT THE LID ON THE CITY.
ed and Paid Ministry."
'0111111bus,
0., June 27.-7
Ed Miller, F. M. Fisher, H. W. WilDr. T. T. Eaton, of Louisville, read recording secretary, and auditor, V. and Tennessee, stock is being Bold
James W. Cornelius, who murliams, E. W. Bagby, George Hartley
a paper on "Kentucky Baptist Mis- T. Field. treasurer and office secre- there. Subscriptions have not been
dered his wife at Canton, muse
and R. D. Machilllen.
sions." He said: John Gano, who tary, 1. N. Parrish; corresponding sought actively so far, but all is exdie toaight in the electric chair
The ticket nominated was:
Frankfort, Ky.. June 27.—Robert
baptized George Washington, was secretary, Dr. J. D. 'Maddox, of Ow- pected to be sold by August 1, and
at the penitentiary. Governor
James P. Smith, mayor,
once under appointment of the Ken- ensboro.
have the cash on hand to incorporate Worth Bingham, county attorney of
Harris today refused to interGeorge Lehnhard, city clerk.
The question of orphans' homes September 1.
tucky Mission board.
Jefferson county, was appointed by
fere, after having respited CorJohn J. Dorian, treasurer.
Daniel Boone's family were Bap- was reported on by the Rev. M. D.
Governor Beckham this afternoon as
nelius three times.
Harlan Griffith. assessor,
tists, and his brother a Baptist Adams, and discussed by Dr. J. B.
mayor of Louisville.
Arthur Y. Martin, city attorney.
Marvin, a physician of Louisville.
preacher.
Mayor Bingham was the official
QUEEN APPEALS.
George Andrecht, jailer.
It is untrue to say that the word
who prosecuted the suits to put the
London, June 27.—A disYesterday Afternoon.
Aldermen.
Kentucky means "Dark and Bloody
lid on Louisville and is the only offipatch from Lisbon says the
The report on state missions Was
T. C. Leech.
word,
Ground." It is a Cherokee
cial of that city or county to evince
Portuguese queen has appealed
made by the Rev. H. Boyce Taylor,
Harry R. Hank.
meaning, "Good Country."
an intention to act in harmony with
te foreign courts, not named, to
G. M. 'Oehlschlaeger, Jr.
the governor. He was one of the ofIntercede with King (Strlos to
Kentucky Baptists planted the of 'Murray. It recommended that
state work be projected on a basis
E. E. Bell.
abolish repressive measures, now
ficials ousted by the court of appeals'
seed of the gospel in Ohio, Indiana.
of $30,000, about $12,000 above the
W. T. Miller.
Premier
being
Illinois
enforced by
and Missouri.
decision in the election case.
Mechanism and
Franco.
Luther Rice, when he returned to expenses this year, which was also a Examines
Councilmen.
record, breaker.
Amegica to raise funds for Adoniram
Ben Thomas, First Ward,
DUQUOIN.SUNDAY SCHOOL
Then
Manipulate
Proceeds
to
Magnificent
addresses
delivwere
Judson, of Birma, secured more in
THREE HANGED.
Al Young, Second Ward.
EXCURSION TO MASSAC.
Kentucky than in any other state in ered by Dr. J. M. Frost, of NashJefferson City, Mo., June 27.
Ten cars loaded with a union SunC. L. Van Meter, Third Ward.
With
Skill
of
One
Acquaintville; Dr. J. M. Weaver and Dr. J. G.
the union.
—Convicts Harry Vaughn and
day school excursion from DuQuoin
F. S. Johnston, Fourth Ward,
The three great opponents of mis- Bow, of Louisville, corresponding
RayGeorge Ryan, Edward
ed With Its Use
arived at Fort Massac Ill., today.
S. A. Hill, Fifth Ward.
secretary
state
board
of
the
of
missionary work
mond, who murdered two guards
in Kentucky
were
Frank Mayer,
About 40.0 of the excursionists came
sions. Dr. Bow is not only the most
John Taylor, Daniel Parker and
at the suite penitentiary during
W. L. Bowers, Sixth Ward.
to Paducah on the Cowling.
' efficient secetary the boar% ever had,
Alexander 'Hamilton.
a mutiny led by Vaughn, were
School Trustees.
but
is
about
the
the
best
in
south.
BIEDERMAN
MISSES
CASH.
HIS
yard
tail
county
hanged in the
The income of Kentucky Baptises
John Bebout. First Ward.
Lunacy Inquest Will Be Held.
Sunday
school
work
was
reported
Scott
Sheriff
at present is $42,000,000 annually.
this morning.
W. J. Hills, Second Ward,
Lunacy inquests on Sarah Penn
by Dr. T. T. Eaton and Hon. F. E.
threw the trap, which sent the
Kentucky Colleges.
H. S. Wells, Third Ward.
and Matilda Waddell, colored, will
Downer,
of
Bowling
Green.
condemned desperadoes to eterDr. P. T. .Hale read a paper on
J. H. Garritson, Third Ward.
Among the facts brought out
It was not an ordinary thief who be conducted this afternoon at 3
nity at the same moment. Their
"Baptists of Kentucky and Higher
Dr, C. G. Warner, Fourth Ward.
were: That the Sunday school board robbed the cash register in the Jake o'clock by County Judge R. T. Lightand death
leducation."
necks were broken
C. G. Kelly Fourth Ward.
'foot. The former is from the county
Biederman
of
Baptist
the
Grocery
Southern
convention,
cornBaking
and
folloued almost list: ntly. The
Dr. A. Gatlinn, of Williamsburg,
I. 0. Walker, Fifth Ward.
located at Nashville. In 'the 14 Years pony's main stores, Seventh and poor farm, and for the past several,
execution was conducted withgave to the Kentucky Baptist EducaJ. C. Farley, Sixth Ward,
of it existence has fielded to the Washington streets, last night, but weeks has refused to say anything to
tional society $4,000 acres of coal
out incident.
Ed Morris, Sixth Ward.
denomination $220,000, besides erect one with some knowledge of
ma- anyone. The Waddell woman is the
land, of Immense value.
chinery of the most delleate nature. wife of Will Waddell. both being
Mg a plant at a cost of $182,000.
Theodore 'Herren, president of the
JEFF'S CHALLENGE.
He Wa.s moreover considerate of his held over for maliciously shooting at
Substitute Mail Carrier,
Louisville National Banking company
Loss Angeles, June 27—Before
PROMINENT CITIZEN OF
victim's property, and handled It police when they went to arrest the
Mr. John J. Gentry has been ap8100,000
has
educaoffered
to
the
going to San Francisco. where
GRAND RIVERS IS DEAD. with as much care as he might, had pair near Sixteenth street and Broad- pointed a substitute mail carrier in
tional society for the location of a
he will referee the Squirterit been his own. Early late evening way. She has recently become wild the city corps. He made bond this
Baptist
at
university
great
LouisBurns tight, Jhn Jeffreys said he
and curses and abuses every one, morning.
Mr.
T.
J.
Nickells,
GO
years
old,
a the Biederman store was closed. It is preaches
ville. The proposition ds now under
W011111 tight Squires if the latter
dances alternately.
and
presumed
that
was
the
thief
locked
consideration and probably will be retired farmer of Grand Rivers, who
County Physician L. Edwin Young
beat Burns. He also might fight
room,
inside,
as
probably
in
the
feed
Dr. Hilton is fl/
served a term in the state legislature
accepted.
Burns if the latter wins.
no place, where one entered, could says she is shammin.
Dr. N. W. Hilton, Interne at the
Dr. George B. Eager, of Louisville, and who has been prominlent in poll
letting
be found. In
himself Out, he
closed the 'service with a brilliant pa- tics in this state, died this morning
Central railroad hospital, will
Party Pp the Ricer.
JURY WEABIED.
had PVIed the top bolt and opened
per on "The Baptists and the Fu- of Bright's disease at his home. He
Mrs. George Phillips gave a launch undergo an operation for appendiBoise, Idaho, June 27.—Cross
the dookt from the inside, after takcitis. He has not been well for two
had been ill some time. He leaves a
ture."
examination of witnesses for the
log party up Tennessee river last
-wife, four sons and two daughters. ing $1.25n, all that was left in the night
defense was resumed today when
in the launch "Faust." The months, but was forced to his bed
cash register. Carefully removbig
Woman's Mission Society.
only a day or two ago. The operaThe funeral will be held tomorrow
the Haywood trial convened.
ing the tabulating attachment, the party went up the river 14 miles and tion
will be performed by Drs. D. G.
All the old officers of the central morning. The burial will be in the
returned.
served
Supper
Little interest was elicited by the
was
on the
thief from every indication, examined
committee of the Woman's Mission family cemetery at Grand Rivers.
Murreil and J. Q. Taylor, assisted by
examination. The intense heat
the inner workings of the register. steamer Duncan. Those in the party Dr. E 11. Earle.
Is having it deleterious effect on
He then manipulated the register were: Misses Bertha. Ella and Anna
some of the aged jurors. Three
with great skill, opening it without Hill, Ella Bryant, Cora Richardson,
of them show effects. of the
breaking any part, a teat to be ac- Willie Willis and Ann and Elizabeth
complished by no green amateur at Williamson and Messrs. Salem Cope,
strain of the trial.
the cash register handling business. Hugh Williams, George Phillips, Will
Mr. Biederman mised
nothing but Henneberger,
Morris
Lagerwahl.
GRAIN MARKET.
the cash.
Frank Donovan and Mr. Sykes, of
Cincinnati, June 27.—Wheat,
St. Louis; Charles Rieke. Louis Pet93; corn, 38; oats, 48.
Summoned by screams of agony, When found the entire right side at
ter. . Mrs Kitty Willie and Captain
the
Mrs. Bonner Sills, of 315 Hayes ave- the face had been covered by
Phillips chaperoned.
APOSTLE LEVI.
nue, Mechanicsburg, found
Garlin eery liquid from the noise down, and
Alliance, 0.. June 27.—The
After suffering 14 days from lockthe little fellow's side was badly
Two Taken to Prison.
jaw, Willis Ligon, 45 years old, a
Rev. Levi Lupton, leader of the
Sills, her two-year-old son, writhing
ounces of the acid
burned.
Several
Cicero Anderson and Bob Greer. restored laborer, died last night of
"Gift of Tongues" sect 4sas had
in agony on top of the ice chest this had run over his body. Th• bottle
the latter colored, were taken to the starvation at his home on Ashbrook
another Onion and as a coupemorning at 9 o'clock. ale little fel- lay on the floor nearly empty. Dr J.
Eddrville penitentiary this morning, avenue in Mechenicsburg. Ligon was
faience has amounted the title of
low WAS suffering from horrible S. Troutman found the boy in a most
the former for two and the latter one employed As a laborer in the King &
"Antosle Levi," which lie says
bards on the right side of his face ileilous condition. He applied loyear. Anderson goes to serve out a Sherrill mill in Mechaniesburg. May
was conferred on him during the
Chicago, June 27.—John D. Rocke
and mouth from carbolic acid. Mrs. tions,saud after a thorough examinaterm for killing John Mix and the 29 his left hand was crushed
'Won,
befeller,
H.
Rogers
other
and
H.
eleven
Sills was sweeping in the front part tion found that some of the liquid
other for 'selling stolen tiling and tween logs and 14 days ago jockjaw
Standard 011 magnates were sum- sewer pipe. Sheriff John
residence.
son
of
her
been
Her
but
had
he
had
gone
his
mouth,
bad
into
Ogilvie
and
set in. Ligon suffered the severest
(BRI14 DIttreWNED.
left toddling about the rear. His in- not swallowed any. Dr. Troutman moned by the United States circuit Deputy Gus Rogers took them.
Tityloraville, Wee., Stine 27.
pain from the outset, but his remarkcourt
today
to
appear
July
6
to
give
quleitiVe
nature prompted him" to states that recovery is problematical.
—Twe girls uere drowned end
abi constitution
assisted
him
in
such
myths
Information
government
mount a chair and gain the top of an The little fellow was made as comMrs. Daisy Abbott, 21 years old, malting the fight he did. Dr. J. S.
three are seriously injured, and
attorneys
may
xlettire
in the Standard
ice cheat, within reach ef a shelf fortable as possible and is resting as
Ifs of Mr. F. Abbott, died yesterday Trotemsen the attending physician,
It la believed, will die as the rerebate suit.
Tak- well as could be expected.
in ilaniletsburg. Ill., and will be Invoked means known
holding many colored bottles
nds of a party of In young womto medical
buried this afternoon in the family science, but to no avail. It was one of
ing a large bine bottle containing car
Mr. Sills is ma well known Illinois
en being caught In an eddy
Mr. George 0. *carom returned ieemetery. She had been suffering the few cases reported where inch a
He was sumwhile bathing last evening. All !bone acid. the Mt* fellow either Central carpenter
tried to swallow itis oontents, litt else Ition.d from his work this morning today from • business trip to May- fiom tuberculosis for more than a hard and long fight was made, lockare members of a Methodist
Clinton and Fulton.
accidentally opened it and let It fall. by the accident.
year.
Sunday +school picnic party.
jaw generally killing in a few days.

MAYOR BINGHAM
OF LOUISVILLE

CAREFUL THIEF
ROBS REGISTER

Two Year Old Child Burns
Himself With Carbolic Acid

LOCKJAW VICTIM
LINGERS 14 DAYS

JOHN D. AND H. H.,
COME INTO COURT

SUPPLY /VINEGAR
FOR PORTO RICO

Attisirribtaer yyt(dia
a
4 _4,

•

•

a.

0. L. Gregory Closes Contract
With U.S.Government

9

Will Erect Four More Mills to Make
Pure Apple Product and Ealarge His Plant.

oe..77A«

r

PPM CONCERN FAR TO FRONT.

Mr. 0. L. Gregory, of the 0. L.
Gregory Vinegar company, has returned from
Washington, D. C.,
where he has closed a contract with
the government to supply all the
vinegar and cider for the government that goes into the island of
Jot•NS.*
, 61%•21110.• OP, CMIL•M Mao
I.ST aterWW.,
Porto Rico for the next live years.
His offer has been accepted by the
government and only the formal ratification of the contract remains,
probably in the next ten days.
It is a feather in Mr. Gregory's
cap and a distinct triumph for Paducah enterprise to secure this contract.
It places this concern along with the
Mergenthaler-Horton
Basket company, the Columbia Manufacturing
company, the Cohankus Manufacturing company and several other Paducah industries that, regularly ship
abroad. The contallewill introduce
the 0. L. Gregory Vinegar, company
to the big buyers in the east as the
government takes only the best Mr.
Gregory secures the contra t in the
face of strong competition.
• To handle this new business along
with the growing business in other
lines, the 0. L. Gregory Vinegar company is making extensive preparations in the way of building new
mills. Mr. Gregory at present is deciding on the location of the new
vinegar and cider mills in the east,
one of which probably will be in Virginia and one in New York. Both at
these states are large apple producers
Since the passage of the pure food
law, it is not possible to label anything apple vinegar that is not made
purely from apples. Vinegar of a
high grade can be made chemically,
but it cannot be called apple vinegar.
Two mills are in the course of construction for this company in the
state of Arkansas. They will make
vinegar only and are situated in the
heart of the fine apple growing section of that state. Extensive improvements are being made now in
street
the Paducah mill, Eleventh
and Kentucky avenue. A modern
cider and vinegar mill to handle all
the apples from southern Illinois orchards, is being installed and other
facilities to manufacture and ship
large quantities are being added.
General Supplies and Repairs
While i.e Washington, Mr. Gregory
met the native Porto Rican who looks
I ieneral agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
after the quality of the vinegar suphunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.
plied to the government. He presented Mr. Gregory with two $100
Paducah, Ky., Back of RIgleaberger's Mill.
Panama hats, one of which Mr. GregOld Phone 1113
1 ory has presented to Mr. Cook Huea
bands, for eeveral months connected
with the vinegar works.

she
o3t daughta
ask yotet
44-ould not eidee to 1a-t4 a #47etty n,e4c
oviti-ny doh. one 44fiee' wake a
suitagee kqesent any time oj the
y44 Seeause it_ 14 set-itietagee and
"'Axes a nifty 40te to the 4,00nt.
J•ee ott5t immense ane o 9,0‘64„
44-e ha4te tilent pont the -ttety
Sotaaat to ae ea4gest and at
vightee tdo. hoo- atfout aniee
°Mee o5i, 418_51,a)ty.
one
you)vs hay,

TATiviold4

Motor Boat Garage Company

1

American-German National Bank
Capital ...... • • • Ma • • ••••••
Surplus and undivided profits
Stockholders liability
Total
•
Total resostrces ••••••••

11230,000.00
100,000.00
...... •• 880,000.00
-4-w. .6360.000.00
Igo...61045,453.23

....
• e•

a•

4
.•••-•1••••

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Firadahaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; I. A.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Fetter iupply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Huacoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMI'SON, President...
T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presidest
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.

MATINEE RACES
Friday, June 28
2:30 p. m.

5 Harness Races
3=4 Mile Running Race
Next Matinee Races July 11
Admission 25c
INF

PITTSBURG GRAFT
ANOTHER MAN CONVICTED
CONSPIRACY THERE.

Cottneilman Martin, Already
victed, Is On Trial On New
Charge.

OF

BASEBALL NEWS
National League.
New York and Boston, rain,
game.

Brooklyn and
Con- no genie.

Pittsburg, Pa., June 27.-Charles
R. Richardson was convicted in the
criminal court this afternoon of conspiring with 1-Itsrve•t-P. Bestseh, Joseph 1.11aherty and J. H. Milholland
in attempting to bribe councilmen to
pass the Pittebarg and Tube City
railroad franchise ordinance. Under
the verdict Richardson can be sentenced to the penitentiary for two
years and fined ;1,000. A. B.
'McGrew, plie%er in the stock brokerage
business, indicted siith h4m and tried
on the same indictment, was acquitted.

Ease
no

These three attributes of a good bicycle can

be found in the

Reading, Racycle

TERMS

Philadelphia, rain,

Pittsburg and
Cincinnati,
grounds, no game.

and Laclede

Bicycles.

EASY.

wet

Sold and guaranteed by

S. E. MITCHELL

'Ft H E
Chioago
7 5 4
St. Louis
6 7 2
Batteries-Fraser, Lundgren and
Kiing;' Lush and Marshall.

326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
New Phone 481-a
Old Phone 743

Second Game,

41111111111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111le•

R H E
Chicago
4 10 1
St. housi.
1 6 1
'Batteries-Taylor and Kling; Beebe and Noonan.

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

American Lmtgue.

R HE
St. Louis
0 4 0
President Cameron and Council- 13hIcago
1 8 1
man William A. Martin were to have
Batteries-- Pelty and O'Connor;
been placed on trial this afternoon White and Sullivan.
on a charge of conspiracy to bribe.
The case went over until tomorrow
•
R
E
morning at the suggestion of DisDetroit
1
2
triet Attorney H. L. Goehring. It is
Cleveland
4 11 5
possible it will be postponed until the
Batteries-- Donovan and Payne;
next term of court.
Hess and Bemis.
Councilman Martin has been convicted of soliciting a bribe of $70,RHE
00 from Cameron, Rtrhardton, and
Roston
6 6 1
others to secure the passage of the
Newyork ...... ....,
2 7 1
franchise. RIchardeorr, it is clatmeJ,
Batteries-Young
Criger;
and
loaned Cameron 870,000 cash to
Orth, Keefe And Rickey.
show Martin. The money was to be
Philadelphia and Washington,rain,
placed In a safety vault, to which
no game
Martin would have a duplicate key,
but under no circumstances did the
• A growing faith will shatter many promoters
intend to let him have any
forms.
part of the money, accordeng to the
testimony. The money trsysterieusi)
disappeared in 24 boars. Richardson
sued Cameron and Martin for larceny, and this precipitated the scandal.
The money was as mysteriously recovered in the c.erridor of the hotel
near a room Cameron's father occupied. Martin Is tinder three years'
sentence, but at liberty pending an
appeal.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
FINE FORi SUICIDE ATTEMPT.
More Than Quinine.
Quinine is simply one of the products
of the Cinchona Bark, and the drug
which is used in GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TONIC contains more
of the active principles of Cinchona
Bark than ordinary Quinine. Everyone knows that Whole Wheat and
Graham Flour contain more nutriment than ordinary white flour, as
part of the properties of the wheat
are lost in rendering the flour white.
This same thing is true of Quinine,
and the drug used in this preparation
is a special product which contains
more valuable properties than ordinary Quinine. The Standard for 30
1
years. fete..

Elegance Economy

All Hose Repairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot...
20C

ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plumber
Both Phones 201

132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.

Fourth of July Celebration
HORSE RACES

.
5y to chooiet
A

compare the L H. C. with
which engine you need if you
engines are so apparent that
others. The merits of I. 11. C.
convince you that you need this engine.
an examination will
doubt in your mind as to which
A test will remove any
C. Safe, simple, reliable,
engine is the best. It is the I. H.
and will be glad to
engine
economical. Wt. handle this
demonstrate it to you.

POWELLAkOGERS CO.,
INCORPORATED

129 North 3rd. St.

Paducah, Ky

Jamestown, Va.- Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
S18.,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.Knights
Templar-$26.20-July 2nd to 7th inclusive,
good returning until July 16,
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
extra.
Through
of
$1.e0
sleeper from Paducah to Buffalo, on train 104, 1:33 a. m.,
Saturday, July 6.
Philadelphia-B. P. 0. E.$24.40, July llth to 14th inclusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
extenelon until
July
31st.
Through sleeper from Paducah, leaves on train 104, July
14th. 1:33 a. m.,

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or l'nion Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Cffiee
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

St. Louis Alderman Would Punish
All Who Try to Die and Fall.
St, Louie, June 27.-Councilman
John J. O'Brien proposes to make
war on persons who attempt suicide
and fail. He will introduce an ordinance in the municipal assembly one
day next week making attempted sniride a misdemeanor punishable by a
fine of $50 to $500.
He expects that his ordinance, If
enacted, will materially reduce the
number of attempts at self-destruction. He thinks it will also stop the
practice of bluff suicides. Peevish
husbands who chew off the cornezs
of fly paper, drop to the floor and
have fits and upon reaching the hospital declare Sbef• were only fooling
or bluffing, will be subject to the penalties of the new law.
Taking harinless domes of laudanum, a favorite Method of wives to
frighten husbande let° submission,
will likewise come within the provision of the anti-suicide ordinance.
"He's an actor." "And his wife?"
"Sheet his main euppeet." "What
pert does she play?" "She takes in
wash lug."

At Fair Grounds, Mayfield, Ky., July 4=5=6,'07
GivenlE3y the

WEST KENTUCKY FAIR ASSOCIATION
PROGRAM
First Day-July 4.
Purse
1st Race-Trotting, 3 In 5,
mile heats, free to. all....4150.00
2d Race-Running, 4 furlong
dash, any age
100.00
3d Race-Pace, 3 in 5, mile
heats, 2:10 class
150.04
4th Race-Ostreeh and horse
2 in 3. 4 furlong hetes
100.0.0
5th Rare-Running, 5 furlong
r
dash
15,0.00
Gth Rece--Merchant's Stake,
mile dash, free for all, run25.00
ning
Jive to fill and three to start.
Second Day-July 5.
let Race-Graves county, trot

or pace, 3 in 5, mile heats,
75.00
any age
20 Race-Running, 4 furlong
10.0.00
dash, free for all
3d Race-Ostrich vs. horse,
4 furlongs, 2 in 3
100.00
Men's
4th Race--Tobacco
Stake, 6 furlongs, free for
2.00.00
all, running
eth Race-Pace, 3 in 5, mile
200..00
heats, free for all
Five to fill and three to start.
Third Day-July 6.
1st Race-Trotting, 3 In 5,
11)4).00
mile heats, 2:10 class
2d Race--Running,5 forlongs 12,5.00
34 Race-Ostrich VS. horse,
1010.00
4 furlong heats

4th Race-Paco, 3 in 5, mile
heats, 2:40 class
1.7r0.0.0
5th Race- Manufacturer's
Stake, free for all, mile
dash, running
250 00
Five to fill and three to start,
$1,000 in purses each day.
Official starter, timer. and User
E`ntrlee for all races during the
three days (loops at 11 o'clock i. m.
on .luly 4, 1907.
5 per cent to teeter and 5 per cent
additional on
first and second
moneys 75 .and 25.
The Association reserves the fight
to declare off any race they wee fit
before same is run.

WEST KENTUCKY FAIR ASSOCIATION
W. L. Hale, Secretary.
Rates on All Railroads One and One-third Fare.
•

ItSDAT,

0
lee, is is Paducah tretiming the
(al flower/ beds and beautifying. ft
station la n.
1
Mr. iot McCarty. of the Mini.
'Central ar shops. kited a the
foot wa r rnoecasen suake in
tie
Shop yerds yesterday afternoon.
Mr. .1r, C. Martin, foreman of the
Illinois Central paint shops, is slowol ly reeovering from an operation perforated several days ago.
James Houser, the well known Illinois Central boilermaker helper, has
returned from Waterloo, Ala.

M'CABE GOES UP
OTHERS FOLLOW
1

h e KENTUCKY
COMMENCING

Becomes Superilltendent
Nashville Division

MONDAY, JULY 1

T. L. Mans Goes To Birmingham
VICTIM OF PREMATURE FOURTH
Division-Chief Dispatcher
Page.
Little Boy Dies at Monition, Ill., as
Result of Tetanus.

MOVING PICTURES

We Need t

This is a plain reason why we now offer you suc great inducements
to purchase. A backward season has placed us in a position where
we'have need to dispose of some of our surplus stock. Hence the
following cut prices.

You Can't Afford to Mks This Opportunity. Remember
MI Our Goods Are Marked in Plain Figures.

Effingham. lit, June 27.--Walter
Margworth, aged 7, died today of tetanus, the first vicrim here of those
who celebrate a noisy Fourth. He was
1.
Resulting from', au extension
of wounded in the band le a toy pistol
lines to Birmingbant, AIL, by the Il- and lockjaw folloeeci.
linois Central, changes affecting Pe25 to 331 per ct. bele% Broadway
ewee oflicials, are anyouncest to be- Home Made Cannon Wounds Roy.
awe effective at once. it is the first
Fort Was ne, md, June 27 -The
$18.00 Suits now go at.
general changeup affecting Paducah Goear-old son of Charles E. Johnson
district in several years.
was s<:a!ped today while playing with
$15.00 Snits now go at.
T. L. Dubbs, until a few montha powder and firecrackers. A gas pipe
ago traMmaster of the Tennessee di- loaded with powder exploded and
$13.50 Suits now go at.
vision of the road, has been trans- the plug tore off the boy's scalp from
ferred from the Nashville division, as forehead to the crown of the head.
$12.00 Suits now go at......
superintendent, to be superintendent lie will recover.
of the new Birmingham division. L.
$10.00 Suits now go at._
E. McCabe, trainmaster of Paducah
Outings E.:G.1310d
district, has been promoted to be SU'
$8.50 Suits now go at.
$5.00 Pants now go at
perintendent of the Nashville divi$4.00
$7.50 Suits now go
sion. A. F. Page, chief, dispatcher ft
$4.50 Pants now go at._
3.60
Paducah, has been promoted to be
$4 00 Pants uow go at. ___. _ 3.20
16.50 Suits now go
trainmaster. J. B. Thomas, a trick
$3.50 Pants now go at.._
dispatcher, is made chief dispatcher OONVERTED BY THE REV. GEO.
2.80
.$5.00 Suits now go at
CATES, EVANGELIST.
see his trick
is given .to C. 0.
$3.00 Pants now go at. .
Griffin heretofore an operator. GrifAnd so on all along the hue.
And so on down the line
fin's position is being filled by W.
11.
Dye,
of
the
Cumberland
river
week, had left him $30,000. The
:Mississippi Political Leader Says: "I
father had conducted a little country block station.
Surrender
AS
to
Mr.
McCabe
came
here
several
store and been postmaster of
Christ."
years
ago
as
dispatchtraveling
chief
pauk for 45 years. It was not thought
er. Mr. Page came here from Chicago
that he had aay money.'Grief over the
Men's Wash Work Pants, pin check,
death of his father had weakened several months ago and is a capable
tan covert, with belt.
Mr. Randle, and it is thought that his man for the new position. Grilflin
Jackson, Miss., Juno 27.- Gov.
and Thomas have been connected
Cottouade Pants, Blue, sold
Men's
mind gave way.,
Vardaman last night joined the long
with the local offices for several
elsewhere at 50e ......-._
list of recrulta credited to the zealPule Worsted Blue Serge Two-piece
OQ
years, and thoroughly acquainted
One lot 50e Overalls, the "Earl,"
ous and earnest work of Rev. Cates,
The EVenitig sun-I0<'. a week.
Suits, regular $10 quality,
with the work..
Everett
blue
Denim,
the revivalist, who has been winning
scores of converts daily and nightly.
Princeton Station.
Gov. Vardaman, to the surprise of
Ladies White Word Shoes at Special
Today the new Illinois Central
the several
thousand
spectators,
passenger station at Princeton was
Oxfords, white heel, sold elsewhere at
White
arose and strode resolutely to the
formerly opened. There was no cereat..
$1.50,
$1
front of the altar. In a clear, distinct
mony about the "opening," the ofWhite Oxfords,
and penitent voice he said:
90c
Itees simply being moved from the
White Oxfords, Misses...-"I surrender all to the cause of
79c
old to the new station. SuperintendChrist." About thirty followed the
White Oxfords, Child's
.-,65c
ent A. H. Egan, of the Louisville diexample of the governor, and pledged
vision; Superintendent L. E. McCabe, of the Nashville division, anI themselves to lead better lives.
Trainniaster A. F. Page, of the PaGold Going Abroad.
ducah district, went up this morniag to see that no hitch occurred.
New
York, June
27.-Lazard
The new depot cost the road over Freres today announced the engageLOUIS S.
0
0
'
$30,000 and is said to be second on ment of $1,500.00,0 in gold for shipthe division only to the Louisville ment to Europe tomorrow. Goldman
station.
Sachs & Co., also engaged $1,000,0PIO
ie gold today for export to Paris.
Nashville Hustlers.
.
Today a special passenger train is
The one thing that the average
being moved over Illinois Central man dreads most in this world
mother, who had been well to do beis
lines and a Paducah crew Is in charge loneliness.
fore, suddenly acquired considerable
The train boars a delegation of busimore wealth. The figure mentioned
ness men from Nashville known as
in the diary is 25,0,000 roubles (about
"The Hustlers," wit° are touring tfie
8L25.0.40.)
state in the interest of Nashville and
Nicola', the only given name by
her mercantile and manufacturing
which De Raylan is known to have
enterprises. In charge of the tran is
Chicago, June 27.-The life secret
4. The figure of principal littliort- been called, no feminine name apConductor Tom Flynn and Flagman
-a plot to securefoseesion of a ance in the events that started De pearing in any of her papers, discovG. A. Earnhardt, this city. They
$125,000 estate-orNicoltil de Ray- Raylan in her disguise was the late ered the existence of this sem and
caught it at Nortonville this morning
Ian, for years secretary to the Rus- M. Constantini Pretroviteh Pobeidon- became suspicious concerning it.
and will be out two days, going to
In some way she found that it had
sian consul at Chicago, who, after ostseff, one of the most gigantic figOwensboro and Elizabethtown.
masquerading as a man for IS years, ures in modern Ruasiait history. Pro been settled on her mother as trustee
by some member of the nobility, to
was found after death to have been eurateur of the Holy Synod.
Mr. W. H. Yates, a carman ema woman, was revealed today.
5. M Pobiedonostseff sought her be conserved In the interest of
ployed in the Illinois Central shops,
The story of her reason for starting fcr years through the secret police Nicolal.
was seriously injured this morning
This dile-every made the young girl
ant on a career of deception that of Russia to prevent a scandal, he
while cutting a nut off a bolt. A
having sd-orn after an interview that curious as to the reason for the setProved
the
one
most
of
her
accoMpiece of Iron struck his left eye and
tieruent and caused her to wish for
plished actresses in the world and Nicola( was a man.
injured the ball. It will be several
6 She made love to almost every her father, as expressed among her
Most boys stop flying Meat when disclosed a Russian scandal that has
days before it can be definitely told
they cut their wisdom teeth. But been hidden for years is contained in woman she became acquainted with, writings, to find from him what myswhether the sight will be permanentlier
a few wiser ones fly kites right her dairy and correspondence which land previous to her two neirriages in terj surrounded her origin
ly injured,
_ Chicago became engaged to (reverse. mother she days, would not tell her
along, with
wig-wagging
tails
of
possession
Michael
is
of
in
Fein
the
Mr. Sylvester Prince, an
Illinois
7. Her second "wife," Anna De eh° he was.
Central carpenter, crushed his right brilliant hues. This mental kits berg, 45 Upton street, employed in
the.oflice of the public administrator. Raylan, knew the life secret of "Niethumb badly this morning while represents a life-dream, a piece of
The open season of trout Sabina
HEAL ESTATE
Here are the amazing facts disclosed: Whit." and received $15 a week over
working with a piece of iron.
1. Nicola' de itaylores real name and above living expenses throughout begins early at Colorado Springs,
Mr. J. W. Weise crushed his left of his own, on wnich to build his
is the Real Estate was TaletskY. Her Christian name is the term of marriage, for a myster- namely June 1. This benison It was
hand this morning while working on home. Ours
ious purpose.
office to point out the best iv-at:oils unknown.
crowded forward to May 310. The dea bad order car.
votees were out in full force whipin rising values
Let us help raise
2. She started on her remarkable
Drunkard and Gambler.
On account of the heavy run
The first phase of her life trued ping the well stocked streams that
career of decesation in an effort to
freight Into Paducah, an
extra your kite In a lucky breeze,
blackmail her mofher in Russia. It in her journal, many pages in which get their Rrst life in the frontier
switch engine and crew was put op in
became necessary to continue her die- ilndicate that she was a drunkard, a range of the Rockies
the ll.lifloi Central lot-al yards last
guise because she was sought for gambler and a profane rouge, depicts
night.
her as a school girl. Her mother had
years by the Russian police,
Mr. James McLaughlin. gardener
Chance is generally little more
placed her in a government school for than a careful laying of lines to win
for the N., C. and St. L., went to
Claimed to be a Boy.
Becton this morning to further beau3. The compelling motive of De girls at Kiev, Russia. where the Out on.
tify the read lawns and flower gar- Fire- Accident, Health, Life and Raylan's entire career was an effort Taietsky family home is situated, and
den&
Liability Insurpnce.
to prove that her mother had been between the ages of 15 and 16 she
-The man who inner used classi.
Mr. J. H. Keller, gardener for the%
masquerading her as a girl when in was to graduate
lied oda, ha., heen "groping his tatty
Phone/0127;
Both
lestikville division of the Illinois CenSomewhere around Oita period her through life" too long.
reality she claimed shP was a boy
THE NEWS

OF THE RAILROAD

ILLUSTRATED SONGS

ON MEN'S, YOUTH'S AND BOYS' SUITS

20 Per
Cent 1 =5 OFF

5c ADMISSION 5c

Vocalist, Miss Nannie Steadman,
late of The Bostonians.
Pianist, Miss Mary L. Stcadman.

•
LEARNS HE IS RICH;

LIFE

•
Connecticut Man Commits Suicide on
Being Told of Inherited Wealth.
Bout Norwalk, C01112., June 27. prank C. Randle, of Winuipauk,
Jumped into a mill pond and ctrowneki
-himself this' morning when he learn• I that his father, who died
last

Former prices, which were already

fres
prices
$14.40
Same Discount on
12.00 BOYS' KNEE PANTS ,SUITS
10.80
Same Discount on all
9.60 MEN'S
ODD PANTS
8.00
6.80
6.00
5.20
4.00
2.40

liusy Every Day and Night
2:30 to 5:30 and 7:30 to 10:30

•

toney

GOY. VARDAMAN

CUT PRICES--S AVE M0NE Y --CUT PRICES

wioin-

45c
45C

Extra Special

eL

Prices

On all Sample Pants and Odds
and Ends still greater reductions
will be made. We invite your
close inspection.

SPECIAL FOR

FRIDAY

Cut Price
Sale
Now On

THE MODEL
LEVY, PROP.

112 S. Second St.

Paducah's Cheap Cash Store

Cut Price
Sale
IlOw On

Diary Discloses Secret of Russian
Girl Who Masqueraded as Man

THIS BERRY DISH
ONLY

7 CENTS
Friday morning promptly at 9 o'clock
we will sell you this pretty 8-inch
Berry Dish for Seven Cents.
Only one to a customer. This dish
is a beautiful design, and is so perfectly made it is hard to detect from
the genuine cut glass.

or

H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and Rentals

1

Harbour's
24th
Friday Bargain Sale
Tomorrow

PRICING GOOD THINGS EXTRAORDINARILY CHEAP

Harbour's

To Make Tomarrow a Busy Day

24th

Come and enjoy the bargain feast. Such values are not to be found just any day, here, yonder and
everywhere. Make hay while the suti shines.

Friday Bargain Sales

NIANV MILLINERY BARGAIN
Bunch i 'tee Sumpter .. etyies in
Trimmed Hata, $2.50 Hata, half-price
$1.26. tomorrow (Friday.)
SAVINGS ON SUMMER
DRESS
'
GOODS TOMORROW (FRIDAY)
The entire range * of light weight
aroYa, checks and Piney, worth 50e,
75c. $1 and $1.25 a yard will be
sold tomorrow at 36c, 50e, 69c and
$fie a yard.
WOMEN'S SKIRT.
Big bunch light weight, fano
tomorrow.
price
gray shirts- half
(Friday) $2.50 to #5. Made to sell
at $5 to $10 each.

ANOTHISR BUNCH OF SKIRTS
Hundreds of other daintily trimA big bunch of women's and inksLight weight blacks and blvs lanisei waists are on gale here at rees' 25c closed summer weight Knit
clueing voiles, worth $5. $6 and $7.
markably low priees for such splenDrawers I5e espair.
Friday bargain prioe 23.55 each.
did
styes and qualities.
A bunch wornen's 10c Gauze Vests
TWELVE OR I'IFTEE,Ni BLACK
SILK JUMPER SUITS.
7e
each.
/
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
Worth $12.50, $15 and $20. ToA hunoh
women's 15c Gauze
A big bunith
morrow (Friday) $8.60, $10 and
Corset Covers
Vests at Inc each.
2:lc each,
$12.50 e.aeh.
110141' KNEE PANTS.
WOMEN'S WAISTS.
'A big bunch 35e Drawers 25c a
Bunch 20c Crash Pants 15e a
Bunch Jay Silk Waists, $3.60 valpair.
pate
nes, $2.50 tomorrow.
A hunch 50c Corset Covers 39v,
Bunch 26c Covert Pants 18e
a
Bunch Soft Mu:1 Waists, beautifulbunch 75c Corset Covers
60c.
idery
,pair
ly trammed in lace and embroA
.
A - big bunch $1.50 Skirts $1.10
Bunch Boys' $2 Wash Suits 11.50
$2.75 values tomorrow (Friday)
each.
each.
$1.75 each.

Harbour's Department Store
a

-.Bunch Boys' 75c Wash Suits 50c
each.
Bunob Boys' 5fle Wash Suits 38c
each.
.ei
MEN'S STRAW HATS.

Bunch ,Men'n

MEN'S SUIT SPECIALS.
Mout Men's two piece $10 faults
tomorrow (Friday) $11.50 a suit

each.
$1 Hats 7 :',I. P

Bunch Ben's 75c Hats liec each
Bunch alen's 25e Hats 1Rc eaeh.
A SPECIAL HALE OF SHIRTS.
Bunch $1 Shirts Bile.
Bunch 50c Shirts 311c.
Bunch 4(le Shirts 25c.-

Tomorrow

GROCERY SPECIALS.
Tomorrow (Friday.)
20 !be C Sugar
$1.00
Fresh Country Butter, lb
20.
24 R) bag Dupones Best Flour-63c
Cherokee Baking Powder per can. Sc
7 boxes Searoblight Matches
2av
7 boxes Buffalo Matches
25(
12 bars Falrhitok Laundry Soup 26t
(I bars Harhour's Pure Glycerine
Soap
25(.
Irish Potatoes per peck
18c

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROAlWAY

•

•

1 •

•

StA

THURSDAY, WPM

sasiowassIMINSIMillawe,

fiz Vabucab

her glory has
LS CHARACTUR.
e was the leader
„•,
9:reuniting the world Color of Hair Said to Indicate a PerATTERNOON AND
*.YI
0.01(it sibuts was exploring Amereon's Temperanivut.
tliguese
navigators
TUE SUN PUBLi !NOE
were
Good Hope to India, and
ageoartoaat .D
Many people believe that blonde,
,ugal conquered Brazil and col- or light heir denotes affection and costerftourkli OF EMPIRE' REr. It. 55:
Presfil•Sk
TIRES FROM CABINET.
J. Parros. Ge erel Manager.
onized the coast of India and Africa, dark hair constancy. A person withthe
Azores,
Madiera
Mozambique.
and
out
hair is not devoid of character;
CL IlstirlISTION EATESs
Hatered at the postuffies at Pasissals She has loot most of her "sessions, far from it
The disposition of the
having been stripped principally by average baldheaded man is to show
My. as second class matter
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Men always like to have a place to go for whatever theywant in Furnishings.
A place where they are sure of getting all that's to be had
for their money in Toggery that's
, right up to the moment in style.
/V\trMany good dressers, for this very
reason, have anchored themselves to
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A Paducah Home Telephone
Is always the same.
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PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE COI, Inc.
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Mother's of the
ildren are in 1, ited
and all will meet t the church at 3
o'clock in the a emcee'. It is requested that the children leave their
hats at home. One of the features of
the afternoon will be "A Round Trip
Fare to Mother Goose Country With
Six Stopping la a."

KARMA & Texas railroad,
city today.
Miss Mary
Clark, 1114 South
Fourth street, will leave next week ,
for St. Louis to visit relative%
Mies Emma Schaaf, of Golconda,
Ill., has returned howe after visiting
tie-esa vsismemerst
friends and relatives in the city.
Supper at Park.
In honor of her visitor, Miss SuAttorney S. B. Caldwell left today
sie McGowan, of Golconda, Miss Bessapper at Park.
for Stanford on a week's business
sie (Bickel, gave a picnic supper at
In honor of Miss Regenia Friant, trip.
Wallace park isist evening. A pleas- of Cape Girardeau, Mo., Miss Marie
J. 0. Granaham, lately with the Illiant evening waa enjoyed by the par- Glauber, Cairo, lii., Miss Marjorie nois Central here, left today for
ty. After supper the party attended Kilgore, Oklahorua, 1. T , and Miss Bowling Green to enter a school of
the performance at the Casino. Those Ruth Sheldurn, of Wickliffe, KY , a telegraphy.
present were: Misses Susie McGow- picnic supper was given last evening
Mr M. A. Mitchell, Sr., of Cadiz,
an, Flossie Thurman, Bessie Gockel, at Wallace park. An enjoyable time is visiting his son, Mr. M. A. Mitchell,
Zanie Watkins and Messrs. Otis Las- was reported by all.
Jr., 219 North Sixth street.
alter, Joseph Gockel, Chester Kerth,
Mr. Will Thomas, of Monroe street,
Miss Frances Schraviu chaperoned
For House Party,
has gone to Mayfield to locate.
the party..
This evening Miss Garnett BuckMr. Edward Morgan, of St. Louis,
On account of the late season due to the unseasonable weather
ner will give a masque fancy dress traveling freight agent of the Baltiand to the arrival of some of our Import shipments, we have
Five Hundred Club.
on hand a heavier stock than we eare to carry, and to dispose
cotillion at the Wallace park pavilion more & Ohio railroad, was In the city
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott was hostess in honor of her house guests. It will today.
of them at once we will place on sale on sale Monday some
to the Five Hundred club yesterday be quite a swell affair and many
two hundred pieces of fancy carpet patterns in cotton warp
Mr. E. G. Hitt, of Nashville, travel?
roil Japanese Mattlogs which would be remarkably cheap
at- her home on North Ninth street. guests will be present.
ing freight agent of the Norfolk &
at the regular price of 25C, for
Tilts will be the last meeting of the
Western railroad, was in the city toper yardclub until autumn. The club prize
Mr. A. E. Lavely, of Louisville, is day on a business trip.
was won by Mrs. L. A. Washington
in the city on a business trip.
Mr. W. C. Shannon, traveling
and the visitors' prize went to Miss
Mr. Fred Schaeffermanager of the freight agent of the Merchants &
Annie Stripling, of Fort Worth, Tex, Palmer
Houst, Mr. Lee Livingston, Shippers Transportation company,
and Mr. Fred Shiffman have gone to was in the city today on a business
Launching Party. '
the annual trip.
Jackson, Tenn., where
Complimentary to her guest, Miss meeting of the Tr -state .Travelers'
Mr. Paul Metz and eon Elmot, of
Judith Givins, of Prividence, Miss association wail be held. An invitaLittle Rock, arrived in the city today
Carrie Griffith gave a launching party tion to meet in Padusah next year
on a business trip.
last evening on the riier. The party will be extended the associatiOn.
Herman Slushrueyer and wife, of
had •ttep launches and the trip was
FranMrs. Elbridge Palmer, Mies
'Mayfield,came to Paducah this mornmade to Metropolis and return Af- ces Gould and Dr. Delia Caldwell left
ing on a visit before going to JamesDr. Pendley ring 416.
ter a pleasant evening the party re- this morning for New York to visit
In Bankruptcy.
tow n.
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner.
A report of sale of realty to W. turned to the city at 11 o'clock and Mrs. Palmer's sister, Mrs. Leffert
Misses Lula and Pryor Milburn rePolite service.
W. Duiey in the bankruptcy case of were escorted to the hostess' home, Buck. Dr. Caldwell wail return in two turned home Wednesday after a visit
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% J. FL Nelson & Sons, of Livingston Tenth and Jefferson streets, where a weeks and before returning will visit
to their uncle A. T. Morgan, at MayBroadway. Phone 196.
county, was confirmed by Referee E. dainty luncheon was served. The the Jamestown exposition.
field.
, -W. Itkablith, of the Futrell farm W. Bagby.
guests were: Misges Judith Givens,
T. Sutherland, 714
Mrs: Arch
Mr. Henry Gave Is visiting James
'ear Lon
, fell from a cultivator
Exemptions of $170 to the bank- of Providence; Mite Eliza Chtieth, of Broadway, is in Mayfield the guest of Cheek at Fulton.
Yesterday and was dragged some dis- rupt, and two months' rent to Mrs. Columbus, 0.; Anna 'Rime Conredde, her mother, Mrs. A. C. McFall.
Miss ,Pauline Simon, of Nashville,
tance before the horse was stoppee', Elizabeth Austin, were set aside from of Williamstown; Margaret Sutton,
Mrs. Warren W. Hopkins, of St. Tenn., is visiting her sister, Mrs. M.
He was not 'seriously hurt.
the funds in the case of J. D. Sewers. of Zanesville, 0.; Margaret Bacon, 'Louis, is the guest of her parents, Mr. Marks, 730 Jefferson street.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozSheriff John Ogilvie and deptities of Evansville; Mary Clark, of Hop- and Mrs. A. J. Gilbert, of Broadway.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Hob. Hal Corbett has returned
were allowed $3.0 for serving papers kinsville; Garnett Buckner, Henry
Deeds Filed.
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon- in the case of the E. Retikopf Sad- Allcott, Elsie Hodge, Elizabeth Se- home from Cincinnati.
Puryear to J. C. Terrell,
E.
Walker,
day luneheon for ladies and gentle- dlery company.
and
Mary
'Misses Evelyn
bree, Marjorie Loving, Anita Weiler,
property in the Trimble addition,
26 cents. A Is Carte bill of fare.
Dorothy Langstaff, FlfrInce Loeb, of Dyersburg, Tents, who are visiting $200.
-The ladies of the East Baptist
Helen Powell. Retebud Habsorelta friends In the city, wilt leave SaturCounty Court.
A. A. Durnafne to Fletcher Terrell,
:Incorporated.;
church wail give an ice cream supper
Ben Nfeille was appointed guard- Hatfield, Lillian Hobson, Mary Cave, day for Lynchburg, Va., where they property on Ellis street, $50.
at the residence of Mrs. Enden on ian for the children of the late Lucyette Soule and Messrs. Zech sill meet their' brother, Dr. B, W.
Ed C. Terrell to James Terrell,
Hayes avenue Thursday evening. Joseph Vogt.
Hays, Clay Kidd. Henry Henneber- Walker, whohas gone to Lynchburg property
at
Eighth
and Terrell
Everybody Invited.
Sheriff John Ogilvie has com- ger, George Cabell, Leo Keller, Will for his health.
streets, 21 and other considerations.
FOR RENT-One store room, 102
-Vandals stole several kits of pleted his books and is now ready to Rudy, Will Rinkleff, John Orme,
Mr. Hanson McCann arrived home
Fletcher Terrell to Ed Terrell,
Broadway. Possession after July 6
,gerpenters' and plasterers' tools' from collect taxes on city property. ThereI Fred Gillium, Louis Gaeble, Robert last night from Norfolk, Va., where property in the county, $1 and other
Apply to George Langstaff, Phones
a residence being built by Mrs. Ellen are about $100,1)10t0 to collect.
Guthrie, Harry Singleton, Frank Da- he left the U. S. S. Kentucky. Mr. considerations.
26.
Young near Twenty-third and JefferWoolfolk to E. C. Terrell,
vis, Milton, Wallerstein, Warren McCann has been in the service one _ _
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
son streets, and threw them into
Sights, Tom Coburn, Jim McGinnis, year and has three more years to groperty near Third and Washington
In Police Court.
how we teach hair-dressing, manicurBradshalv creek. They :were recovJames Wheeler. serve, He is a yeoman on the bat- streets, $1,000.
When Sanitary Inspector R. S. Bar- Sam Hughes and
ing, facial massage, etc., in a few
ered,
J. C. Utterback to Ed C. Terrell,
nett on oath testified this morning be- .Mesdames B. B. Griffith. C. C War- tleship. While here he Is the guest
weeks, mailed free. Moler College. St,
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant,
-Colored souvenir post-cards of fore Police Judge D. A. Gross that ren and Hal Corbett chaperoned the of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. property in the Trimble addition,
maceTELLs for high-grade bicy- Louis, Mo.
the city: Something entirely new in the president of the Columbia Man- party.
McCann, leal Jefferson street. He $575.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL and Mr.
the line.lJust arrived and are now on ufacturing company said in answer
Henry Orme and wife to Ed C. cles, 326-328 South Third street.
,
will remain until July 8.
sale at Ft. D. Clements & Co.
Mr. Richard Berman, a baker at Terrell, property at Eighth and TerFOR DRY WOOD, Old
Phone Frank Hagerty have formed a partFor Guest.
to a summons commanding him to
nership to do all kinds of plastering.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, abate a nuisance, be "would be dam2361.
Mists Nna Hart, of Hart, Tenn., Kreutzer's bakery, is seriously ill at rell streets, $50.
and the office will be at Weikel's
-71ilta4:' Old pbbne 1345; fief/ ned if he would," a tine of $10 and was the guest of hoteir at an 'enjoy- his home, 426 South Second street,
T. W. Norton's executors to E. C.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
office, 126 South Fourth. Estimates
Terrell, property in the Trimble ad- 437 F. Levin.
phone 351.
costs was assessed against the com- able moonlight supper given last eve and is not expected to recover.
-We give you better carriage and pany. "And I want to say this," de- fling at Livingston Point. The guests
Mr. Carl Grief, the well known dition, $1 and other considerations. !WANTED-A cook. 1131 South cheerfully given at any time.
John B. Terrell to E. C. Terrell,
better 'service for the money than entered Judge Cross, "I want the sani- present were: Miss Hart, Misses Eliz- blacksmith, is ill at his home, 8.02
FOR SALE-Household goods, maTenth street. Old 'phone 762.
property on the Hinkieville road,
is given by any transfer company in tary officer to Inspect, and If by Mon- abeth Porter, Emma Mix, Beeste Kentucky avenue, is ill of flux,
hogany bed-room suit, oak bed-room
breakfast
wood
old
FOR EARLY
Amarica. Fine carriages for special day this nuisance is not abated, I Ellis, Alice Rice, Isla Ellis, May Elsuit, rocking chair, bedding and matMisses Alberta and Juliet Doughty, $200.
phone 2361.
occasions on short notice; also ele- shall assess another fine and will re- lis and Messrs. Hardy, Wyman, Rich- of Atlanta, Ga., arrived this aftertings, druggets, and gag stove. Apply
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co peat it until the nuisance Is abated. ardson, Fulkerson and Ellis. The noon to attend the house party of
In Honor of Miss January.
BEST 25 cent meals in City at 2222 Jefferson. Must be sold this
-Tonight at .Eagles' hall Hermann
'Mrs. William Marble entertained SVhitehead's,
week.
Water, it is said, runs from the com- launch "Laughing Water" carried 'Miss Garnett Buckner, Eighth and
Santello, tae wrestler, will go against
Informally yesterday at her home,
FOR SALE-Piano cheap. Apply
FURNISHED HOUSS for rent. 4pany's plant across the pavement and the party up the river and all present Jefferson streets.'
Mechanicsburg
Leslie Jones, the
619 Kentucky avenue, at cards in to 123 North Sixth. Old phone 1751. room cottage completely furnished.
enjoyed the beauty of the moonlight - Mrs. J. S. Thomas, of
forms a pool of water.
North
Jaunary,
Mrs.
butcher, and two other men to be *eMiss
Laura
honor
of
Otis McGuire. colored, for "tot and the gan1es played
Fourth street, has gene to Whiteville.
HELP WANTED-To assist in stable, buggy shed, grape arbor. l037
lected from the crowd of spectatcrrs.
E. G. Boone's guest. The prize went
North Twelfth street. S. T. Randle.
log a pistol," was fined $3+0 and
visit.
to
Tenn.,
dressmaking.
Apply 1309 Jefferson.
lie agrees to down Jones three times costs
to Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler, and Miss
Room 3, Amer.'-Ger. Nat, bank. Old
and given 15 days in jail.
Enjoyable Surprise.
Miss .1(iate Warren, of Sixth and
FOR RENT-Small house. Phone
In one hour,
January won the visitor's prize. Dephone 1116-a.
The charge of obtaining money by
An enjoyable surprise party was Monroe streets, has gone to Trenton,
lightful refreshneens were served at 433.
--City anbscribers to the Daily false pretenses against Shirley Wilheld at the home of Miss Jessie Gott, Tenn., to visit.
WANTED-For U. S. Army; AbleBun who wish the delivery of their
the conclusion of the game
WANTED-Position by first-class
liams, colored, was continued.
1426, Trimble street, last evening in
Mr. J. R. Puryear and Col, Joe Potbodied unmarried men between ages
papers stopped must notify our ColPhone
621.
stenographer.
Mayfield,
honor of Miss Gaurner Gray, of Union ter returned today from
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
lectors or make the requests direct
The Evening Sun-10c. a week.
WANTED-A good eplored girl. States, of good character and temCity, Tenn., who is visiting her aunt, where they attended the Baptist asMarriage Licenses.
to The Sun office. No attention will
Seventh
street.
Miss
Alma
ArmApply
to
North
sociation.
Joe Groves to Candace Robtason. Mrs. Carr, and
be paid to such orders when given
perate habits, who can speak, read
strong, 1130 Trimble street. Those
Dr. J. M. Frost, of Nashville, passSHORT ORDER lunches a spe- and write English. For information
to carriers. Sun Publishing Ce.
present were: Misses Jessie Gott, ed through the city today.
County Court,
restaurant,
119
South
cialty
at
Page's
-On account of the illness of Magapply to recruiting officer, New RichNew Arrivals of
Mr. John J. asunder, district manCounty Judge R. T. Lightfoot this Gourner Gray, Ruth Gott, Ivy Gott,
Third street.
istrate C. W. Emery, the cases against
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
went
company,
Rhodes,
Gerager for Ft, G. Dun &
morning decided the case of John Alma Armstrong, Clara
FOR, RENT- Third
floor over
Wash Turner for selling liquor withPleasant against the Kentucky Cen- aldine Gibson, Mamie Heath, Ida Sex to Louisville today after a business
A GRAND opportunity. Does your
Frank
Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
out a license, and to minor's, were
piano need tuning? if so, here is a
tral Life and Accident Insurance corn ton, Nell Roark, S. L. Jackson, Leona trip to the local office.
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
continued until tomorrow afternoon
to
MISS Helen Dillon will return
rare opportunity. Prof George Taypany, for a $50 sick claim in favor of Mlles and iRebecca Williams; Messrs.
FOR RiENT-Flat 616 Madison
at 2 o'clock.
John Rooks, 'George Rock, Rudy her home In St. Louis tomorrow, af
lor, graduate Conservatory of Music.
the defendant,
street, also one furnished room at
Just Received at
-For the beet and cheapest livery
ing, Clarence Robertson, Joe Gour- ter a pleasant visit to Mr. and Mrs.
Boston, and head tuner for Steinway
335 North Sixth street.
rigs, ring 100, either phone. CopeJefferson
ieux, Frank Beadles, George McFad- R. D. Mac:fainter', 1616
& Sons, New York, for 8 years, is in,
Circuit Court.
FOR RENT-Nice five room cot- town and as an advertisement of his
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
McFadden, Oscar street.
G. C. Diuguid filed suit in circuit den, Clarence
tage, furnished, 1114 Jefferson, for work will tune pianos for $2. Address
-Have The Sun mailed to you or court against Robert fla. 'Lax and W. Stroub, Will Thomas, Cecil RobertMrs. B. H. Perkins and Miss Mil
the summer months. Both phones 59. Prof. George Taylor,
arty of your friends going away for W English for a note of $65.
son, Will Farrell, Bob Yancey, Wat dred Orme, 233 North Seventh street,
St. Nicholas
the summer. The address will be
WANTED--To rent five room Hotel, city.
ter Herdy, John Herdy and Walter left this morning for Trenton, where
changed as often as desired, and the
house and stable, Address 0. E.
Sanders
they will visit relatives.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
WANTED-Ten energetic
young
rate is only 25c a month.
Ficklin, R. F. D. No. 4, cit;i__
Memphis.
Mr George Taylor, of
ladies in Paducah and two in each
-Wedding invitations, announceTeachers Entertain.
arrived in the city today for a busiPalmer-J. T..Retly, St. 'Louis; A.
FOR SALE-Fine mare eight years surrounding towns to take subscripments and every cnaracter of en- L. Resnick, Cincinnati: R. W. WilThe primary teachers of the Broad ness trip.
old. city broke. S. T. Randle. Room tion for the Delineator at $1.00 per
These
are
swell
new
graved work is given careful, per- flame, Wilton, Ala.; M. G. Data, way Methodist church Sunday school
Wilson, 333 North
Mr. Frank
3 Amer.-O'er, Nat. bank.
year. 40 cents commission paid on
sonal attention at the Sun Job office. Cairo; T. H. Diggs, New aladrid.Moa will give their pupils a basket picnic Eighth street, returned this morning
Summer Models, and are
subscription.
Any
girl can
FOR SALE-Typewriter, Smith each
the
-Ingleside Rebeccah lodge will P. 'H. Johnston, Lebanon; R. B. Cot- at Wallace park tomorrow evening. from Mayfield, where he attended
Premier, good condition, $55. S. T. spend an hour or so daily and make
just a little different in
give an ice cream supper at Fifth and ter, Mound City, 111.; J. P. Killebrew,
Baptist association.
Nat. Bank $3 or $4 a day among her friends.
price and quality than Randle.Room 3 Amer.-Ger,
Kentucky avenue Monday evening. Washington, D. C.: J. W. Morris, "St.
Apply by letter or person to L. B.
The 'Rev. Charles A, Haeseley. of
FOR
THE
BEST
sandwiches,chile
Tickets le cents.
'Louis; W. H. Tallman, Nashville; S.
Fancy Farm, and the Rev. H. I
you'll tit4 at most places. and hot tamales call at 111 1-2 Ogilvie & Co.
h. Elam, Jr., New York; R. W. StewMinch, of Lynchneld, were in the city
The prides are less and South Third street.
art, New Orleans.
today visiting.
Some Animals Really Weep.
WANTED -Help to work In dairy.
Belvedere---J. A. Anderson, Bt.
returned
tooday
Purcell
C.
Ahimala are said to weep from
Dr. C.
quality
a
little
better
the
Apply C. '111. Black, Tyler, Ky. Old
Louis; Cora 'Medlin, Hopkineville;
Grief at the loss of
varions causes
at neon from Maygeld, where he
SOc and 75c
phone 2450.
than you prdinarily get.
W. 0. Warcilaw, Nashville; T. M.
young ones and mates makes the
went on a professional call.
Cod& Louisville;
WANTED-Two good settled white dog, horse, elephant, rat, bear, deer.
G. A.. McKinley,
Mr. A. T. Sutherland, 714 BroadThey come in Greys, women
Jamestown, Pa.; W. G. Kirk, Paris,
chambermaids. Apply to Ho- monkey, donkee. mule, cattle, came:,
way, returned borne today after VisTenn.; B. W. hee, Nashville.
Browns, Blues and Blacks, tel Belvedere.
and giraffe shed tears
iting relatives at Mayfield.
New Richmond-F, H. Reese, BelSobbing has been proved in the
WANTED--Boarding
horses.
Mrs. N. at. Whale and daughter, or
Also
single or double breasted,
knee, Ill.; B. Weaver, Grand Chain;
box stana for rent. Bunk ittber, 215 parrot, through this maybe mimicrs
Durant, I. T., left today for Dawson
made strictly up to
111.; J. .F. Morgan, Princeton; H
The stag at bay and the caged rat
South Third street.
Springs after visiting Mr. Frank
Campbell, Boaz; Ernest Hough, Clinhave been seen to weep, while monWhale.
CLOTHES
cleaned
and
pressed All
ton; E. A. Jones, Memphis; W. W.
keys have wept when pitied or from
Misses Max and Edna Porter, 161:1
-Nowwork guaranteed Solomon, The TailOne of the best things we have in
Randall, Ca4r0; L. B. Dunlap, Paris,
terror,
Tennessee street, went to Marion toor. 113 South Third street. Phone
toilet supplies is a line of Nail Tenn.; C. F. 'Hardy, Senithland; R.
If you get away in a rush
The elephant has wept at the loss
relatives.
visit
to
day
1016-a.
You
get them from
Brushes or baud scrubs, made by
A. Caldwell, Slater.
of Its liberty, and in some cases also
Mr, Robert S. Van Loon has reany
us
for
can
send
to
you
HARNESS. saddles and
repair. from vexation. The dread of punthe Imperial Brush factory, Japan.
turned from the Jamestown exposiLead Pencils From Potatoes,
Don't forget Partin-eh Harness and ishment has caused captive chimpanforgotten purchases from hats
They ate made from the finest setion, where he attended the meeting
Potatoes are now being need In
Saddle Co., 204 Kentucky avenue. zees and other apes to weep.
lected bristles, prepared by Japeof the NaConal T. P. A. Metiers Herto hose. The phone, the
.10‘, pal/, fatigue, thirst, Iii usage,
New, phone 546
new workmeo with the skill Mr Germany for making lead pencils and
bert Hecht and Gay Harris will not
time the
mail, the wire will place our
return until next week, they having
FOR-tRENT-Four rooms, all con- sympathy, old age, approaching death
which they are famous, and would it is said that in a short
wooden pencil will be driven out of
gone to New York City.
veniences, over my store. Solomon, and pettishness have all drawn tears
(vet you 50c to 75c in any drug store.
stock at your service.
product is
the market. The new
1048
Clay
Hazeibauer,
Joele
Mies
The
Tapir, 113 South Third, Phone from animals er at least have driven
We are able to tell them for 25c,
slightly heavier than the cedar wood
them to a tearful state.-From the
Ike
Clothing
Store
flat
Cart
ies
week
we
make
a
spemalaria feser.
This
of
street,
is
al
1016-a.
however, because the quantity
article' but is the same In size, form
Little Folks.
Mrs. LOUIS Bentel, of Memphis,
MEN---Our illustrared catalogue
which we buy would last the Ordi- and appearance, admits of sharpencial display in summer furwill return home Saturday sifter a
explains
how
we
teach
barber
trade
in
nary iruggist about ten years. ing more easily, and can be made at
Remember.
nishings. Shirts from $4.50
pleasant visit to friends and relafew weeks, mailed free. Moler BarbBuying large quantities direct from
In poking fun
a nominal price.
tives here,
er College, St. Louis, Mo.
to ,90c; scarfs from 25c to
the importer enables us to make
Don't ever blurt
A company has been founded -In
Mrs, A. M Ogilvie, 123 North
FOR SALE-Six-year-old horse,
for
Sunday
A single word
money at
Berlin to manufacture the article.
leave
will
street,
Seventh
13.50.
phaeton and run-about. Owner going
That's meant to hurt.
The cost of manufacture is estimated
the Jamestown exboMtion and other
to leave city. can be omen at the
____B4rmingham Age-Herald.
at $0,a0,928. The second quality
2Sc each
cities. In the east for a elate
Palmer Transfer CA..' stables.
pencil can be made at a cost of only
Mrs. R. F. Brown and children.
(Ineorporotod.
The man who can tell you how evSTRAYED OR STOLEN -Scotch
1034 Jackson street, went to KuttaNext time you want one compare $0.00595.
Ties,
regurelacollie pup three months old
In
Mohair
Outing
and
friends
An- er yt h ng %banal he done Is 11119fr
produCtion
of
the
estimated
visit
At
to
wa today
312 Broadway
ours with what your druggist offers
swers to name "Lads'." Reward If very busy.
tives.
vote If you do that, we'll make a 4$1,44e0 pencils a day, the yearly prolar 50c quality for
28C
returned to C. It. Rianey. 5141 Clay
duetion would be 14,4410,000 pencils.
Mr, H. C. Rhodes went to Evanssale.
street,
Exports of these pencils from (leeville today on a business trip.
many to foreign countries for a year
Mrs. T. H. Murray, of Memphis.
JAMES DUFFY has removed hit
Office 244 1-2 Broadway,
A little more value for a tailor
equaled l'5.1S611 tons, or a total of
Tenn., is visiting the family of Patrolshop to 121 South Ninth street
PADUCAH, KY.
3;033.24)0:00a penelle.
man James Clark, Ii L4 South Fourth
little leaf-money
Gul- near Broadway, where he would be Telephones; Otnee 330; resident..
Cedar wood Is expensive and it.
street.
pleased to see his customers (lotto 987.
tete..
quantity limited, while the supply of
Mr. 3, F. Relly, of St. Louis, tray'leg and pressing neatly done. Old
319 BROADWAY
Office Hours: S to 9 a rn ; 2 1,,1
potatoes Is unlimited.
ellag freight agent of the Missouri.
phone 4 d
p. .M; Sundays, 2 to 3 p.
Jr./Am

ram

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

uckflip(Igo.

DO

Japanese 2tatting

An ox wagon to swing in.
get something easy and comfortable.

Reduced

25e 2ta1tings for J9c

Hart's New Low Swing

19c

v4.4.4.4.44.44.44.4.v
3 IN THE COURTS t

Is easy, comfortable, safe and
pretty, and the price is low.
Kum and C it.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

Men's Two-Piece Suits

I

NUM'S

MOS&

Nail Brushes
25c

$7.50 to $18.00
II1E UNION STORE CARD

Saturday Special

U.G.GniEli & CO.

DR 0. R. KIDD

Noah's Ark Variety Store

•
THURs11.11. J1'

ELECTION
JULY 4 PROGRAM
OF THE B. OF L. F.
AT METROPOLIS

Wal .ce Park

BY IMPURITIES IN THE BLOOD

CASINO
One Week, Commencing

Monday, June 24th

Marie Rollson

/
The most wonderful woman in the world.
Unparalledemystery. What is this mighty
power that-has baffled the scientific world

Lifts 10 Men. 10 Men Can't
Lift Her.

Biggest Laugh of the Year
Admission = 10c and 20c
Amateur Night Friday

3-BIG PRIZES -3
Amateures phone Mr. Lane, care Craig
and he will help you arrange your act.

SORES

KEE
FPD
TA
op
N0
E

Hotel,
.r•IS

j
.

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

HOW ABOUT THAT

GAS STOVE'

If you haven't
one, buy one;
if you have
one, use it.
You'll never
need it any
worse. Look

Ladies tioeiety and Brother- How Red Men Propose to EnAn old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outle4 for the impurities and poison
which are circulating in the blood, and as long as this vaal fluid remains in this impur
hood Will Install Tuesday
tertain Guests
and contaminated state the place will never heal. It may scab over and appear to be
getting well, but a fresh outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it again, and
Col. John Trentham .tgain
Made' Band Concerts, Public Speeking, thus it goes on, sometimes for years, continually growing worse, and slowly
sapping
Chairman of the Local GrievSports, Parade, Fireworks and
away the strength and vitality of the sufferer.
alive Board.
Spectacular Exhibition.
There are many ways by which the blood may become contaminated and poisoned.'
A long spell of fever, or other sickness, breeds disease germs in the system the failure of
nature's eliminative members to remove the waste and refuse matter of the '
body, the excesBANQUET POR NEXT MEETING JUDGE D. A. CROSS SPEAKS
sive use of minerals in certain diseases, all infect the blood with morbid matter and germs,
which sooner or later manifest their presence by a sore or ulcer which refuses to heal
under
the ordinary treatment of salves,
A joint election of officers, followMetropolis, 141.
June 27.—On
A BAD BORE ON HIS FACE.
A boil,'blister,
ed by a joint installation, was last July Fourth the Red Men who will washes, lotions, powders, etc.
night held at the Rogers Hall, organize an interstate association, pimple, burn or even a slight scratch, often
I was afflicted with A, sore on my face of four years
It was a small pimp's at firct but it gradTwelfth and Trimble streets, by the will have the follow4ng program: •
develops into a festering or discharging standi:g.
ually grew larger and worse in every way until I
Ladies' Society of the Brotherhood
5:00 a. ne—Opening gun, with
ulcer if the system is,run down or tho blood became alarmed about it and consultei coreral physiof Locomotive Firemen, and the cannon salutes during entire day.
c!ans, They all treated me but the sore continued to
ifrotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
9 to 10:30—Reception of visitors depreciated from any cause.
grow worse. I saw it. S.S. advertised and commenced
and for the third time Col. John and band concerts at klevq0Js.4 and
Persons with an inherited blood taint its use aiet after raking it awhile I was tsonWeNellY
Trantham was elected chairman of Market, Third and Ferry streets, and
cured. My blood is now ise.-e and healthy from the
are
'
N'ery apt to be afflicted with sores and
offset of 3. S. S.. and there had not been any sign of the
the local grievance board against 12 Washington 'Square.
else, S.
ulcers.
sore
oared it.
Being born with an unhealthy blood
opponents.
10:30---Parade of Red Men, headWest Union, Ohio.
T.I03. OWEN.
The officers elected are:
ed by band, in Indian Costume. Line supply, the .different parts of the body are
Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- of 'March: South on Metropolis street rever fully
nourished,
and
when middle life is reached or passed and the vigor and strength
men: Master, T. L. Roeder; vice mas- from Waehington park to Front
ter, Collins Lloyd; collector, J. C. street, west on Front street to Ferry, of the system begins to weaken and ,vsne, the tissues in some weak point brak down and
Dockings; treasurer, T. L. Roeder; north on Ferry to Fifth street, west a chronic sore or ulcer is formed, and kept open by the constant
drainage of impure matter
surgeon, Dr. E. R. Earle; trustees, C. on Fifth to Market, north on Market from the blood. Hew
aggravating and stubboin an old sore can be is best known by those
H. Muenaer, Collins Lloyd and J. T. to Ninth, east on Ninth to Girard
who have nursed and treated one for years, applying salves, washes, powders, etc., with no
Mercer. In the vote for secretary a street. south on Grand to Fifth, west
tie was polled, Messrs. C. H. Muen- on Fifth to Metropolis, south on Me- good results. The place remains and continues to grow worse by eating
deeper into the
sr and C. F. Rafferty being the can- tropolis to Vliashington Park, which surrounding flesh, festering, discharging
,
sometimes
throbbing
with
pain,
anci gradually
didates. The vote will have to be ta is Indian ressrvatiun for the day.
undermining the constitution by its unhealthy action on time system.
ken again.
Afternoon.
It is a great mistake to expect to cure these places with ,external applications. True
John Trantham, chairman, with
1:00—MUsie by band at Speaker's
0:aude Bazell and
this treatment assists in keeping the parts clean, and are beneficial in this way, but do not:
J. T. Mercer, stand.
members of board of grievance.
1:30—Meeting called to order by reach the real trouble which is
in the blood. The practice of cutting out the diseased parts
Ladies' Society of Brotherhood of Chairman S. B. Kerr,
and even scraping the bone beneath, is often resorted to, but these severe measures
Locomotive Firemen: President, Mrs.
Invocation—Rev. J. M. Adams.
seldom
T. L. Roeder; vice-president, Mrs. Ed
Music—Choral club.
do any permanent good. The sore may he reBarbie; secretary, Mrs. J. S. SpinWelcome Address—Senator D. NV.
moved, and for a time heal over, but the same
ner; treasurer, Mrs. C. Muenser; Helm.
poison thatiroduced it the.first time is still in the
chaplain, Mrs. E. Brown;
warden,
Response to Welcome Address by
Mrs. Collins Lloyd; collector, Miss Judge D. A. Cross. Paducah,
blood,because The Blood Cannot Be Cut Away,
Edna Morgan; inner guard, Mrs.
Muslc--Choral club.
and The Sore Will Return.
Martin Kelley; outer guard, Mrs. Ed
Recitation of Declaration of IndeThe only treatment that can do any real
Morgan; trustees, Mesdames Barbie, pendench—Prof. H. H. Baker.
Roeder and &Dinner.
good is a competent blood purifier--one that • goes
•
Announcements by Chairman.
•
On Tuerilay night at the Rogers' 'Music by band at Indian Village on
to the very bottom of the trouble and removes the
Hail the csint installation will take schoorhouse grounds.
PURELY
cause
and for this purpose nothing has ever been
VEGETA
BLE
plates An elaborate musical program
Amusements.
will be arranged and a banquet
found to equal S. S. S. It goes down into the
A delightful program of sports
spread.
will fill in the balance of the after- circulation, drives out all poison and morbid matter'', reduces the inflammation, and by
noon, commencing at 3 o'clock. To sending pure, rich blood to the diseased
parts, instead of,feeding them with impurities,
the winner of each event a premtuni allows the sore to
heal
naturally
and
permanentl
y. Not only does S. S. S. purify the blood
will be given of such value as to
of all poisons and germs, but builds it up from its weakened and impoverish
make each contestant do his utmost.
ed state, making
man it strong and healthy and able to supply every part of the body
Stage coach
robbery and
with
sufficient
and proper
burned at the stake.
nourishment to keep it in perfect health. If you have a sore that is slow in
healing,
do not
Indian stampede, attack and burnELEA T OFFICERS
OF
THEIR
depend upon external applications alone, nor experiment with unknown medicines,
ing of pioneer cabinbut
begin
UNION FX)11 SIX MONTHS.
4:30—Music by band at Market the use of S. S. S. end by removing every vestige of the cause, cure the
trouble
permasquare.
nently. Special book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice desired
sent free to all
5:00—Comic 4-inning ball game who
write.
THE SWIFT SPECIF7C COMPANY, ATLANT4
President-Elect R. M. Miles Will by Metropolis merchants.
.
41,A.

•

LEATHER WORKERS

Be Installed Wednesday,
July 10.

The Leatherworkers' union
last
night elected officers as follows:
President, R. M. Miles; vice president, 011ie
Alien; secretary and
treasurer, A. C. Mayer; recording
secretary, Chris Fagan; marshal, R.
M. Merlin; guard, Charles Zeiss; local organizer. Gus Brahic; journal
correspondent, Chris Fagan; cheatlain, C. Gregory; trustees, Albert
Womble, 011ie Allen and John &enders. They serve for six months, and
will be installed the second Wednesday in July.
Ready for Litigatio.
Bowling Green. Ky. June 27.—The
members of the board of trustees of
the Cumberland Presbyterian chursh
at large, which was appointed at the
recent meeting of the general assembly of the Cumberland Presbyterian
chursh,
was held at Dixon,
Tenn , qualified before the county
court here this afternoon. A meeting
was then held add the board was organized by the election of Dr. T. W.
Stone. president;
H. H. Denhardt,
secretary, and Dr, W. H. Lundy, trees
tired. Attorneys were instructed to
proceed at once to secure the money
and property in the hands of the trustees whom they claim have left the
CumbOrland Presbyterian church and
united themselves with the Presbyterian church and united themselves
with the Presbyterian church of United States of America..

of your neighbors

COOK WITH GAS'

magazines they tmv than ever look
at the back numbers.
Important Witness For Defence Re
futes Accusation of Harry.
Orchard.

Capetown, June 27.—An ingeniou,
native named Mazwe. residing in the
Umtata district of Cape Colony, hits
started a 'sew industry that promises
to attain some importance. Some
time ago he purchased an ordinary
American carpet iroorn, and, noticC'OMPARING NOTES
ing that some of the fibres had seed
-7
pods attached, he sowed the seed.
ABOUT DENTAL WORK.
and hits now a quarter of an acre of
exsellent broomcorn tinder cultivaIf your teeth remeire attention—
and you are looking for a good retie. tion and doing well: Mr. Heywood,
hle Dentim(, if You mine Iii and cos. the conservator of forests, is also exstilt us, )ou isill mech.. every emir- perimenting with ths seed, and reports favorably opus its suitability
tegy. and
utak done by us will
lw done with the mimosa Carr and In for local cultivation. Massie manufactured a broom from his corn,
the most scientific way. by a skid,
.
hal Dentist. Our prices are at molter- which he exhibited at the Urntate
ate as the beat work can be done for. show, and he was awarded a special

204; Broadway.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOR PORATED

Livery and Boarding Bare.

Feud Street and Kentucky menus.

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr.King's
New Discovery
WITH

run

ONSUMPTION
„Co
OUG4i$ aid
LOS

Steam Boller,

Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

KILL THE COUCH

.Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.

Office Phones °,11„36
:
30

Residence Phones

Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.

Prier
ISOc & $ JO
Ire. Tr. i.

Surest ..ac". Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUffi•
I
L33, or MONEY BACK.

RUBBER
GOODS
Our stock of Rubber Goods
chosen with the utmost
care, from the most reliable
manufacturers, and nothing
finds a place here merely because it is cheap. In spite of
this, ho*ever, we know we
can save you money on anything from an Infant Fountain Syringe up to a foul-quart Combination Fountain
Syringe and Hot Water Bottle. For instance, her is
one of our specials:
18

Special Two-quart Fountain
Syringe, guaranteed
for one year, only

75c

prize.

WILL J. GILBERT

Most people'e idea of having
A
virtue is that it isn't unto* they ad-

Both Phones 71
Fourth a n d Broadway

,rettise l.

-

Tire,
AND

GETS SEED FROM BROOM,
NOW GROWING Itiff(X)N1 CORN

The Hill Dental C0.

We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.

NOT IN UNION

Boise, Idaho,' June 27.— William
F. Davis, of Goldfield, Nev., one of
the most Important witnesses for the
defense of Haywood was called to the
stand. Orchard testified that. Davis
led and commanded the mob that
destroyed the Bunker 11111 and Sul'
livan mine in 1899; inspired, as an
agent of Haywood and Moyer, the
Vindicator explosion and train wreckNg plot at Cripple Creek and was an
accomplice in the Independence statism crime.
Davis went over the story of his
working life Inc:acting the pathetic
story of the death of his wife and
babe at Cripple Creek, at which he
wept, and made paStive denial of
every statement of Orchard that inThere is hardly anything
more volved him or his asslstants in any
surprising than to think a man is form of crime.
your friend and find out he really is.
He denied that be was even a member of the union when the Bunker
14111 and Sulltivan mine was blown
up sod at the conclusion of his gen,
'
ere' story swore that at Cripple
Creek during the strike Orchard told
him of the Hereules mine affair and
'threatened to kill Steutrenberg

about you and
see how many

5.30—Fire dr1,1 by Metropolis firs,
departments.
KILLED IN LODGE ROOM FIGHT.
Evening.
7:00-- Band concert at Court
- 'oC'tor Is Slain in Battle in Which
House square.
Re Wounds Antagonist.
8:00—Fire works at the Court
House.
Chickasha, Ind., .June 27.—In a
There will be a ball game at Willodge room, surrounded by brethren
lis' Park at 1 o'clock p.
of the order. at Dibble last night, Dr.
J. B. Howard waif shot and instantly
killed by E. A. Reiter, who in .turn
was dangerously wounded by his antagonist. Reiter was arrested. Dibble is twenty-five miles east of this
city.
W. F. DAVIS DENIES THAT HE
COMMANDED THE MOB.
A good many more people save the

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machinc shop.
121-424
Potteth St•
Phonies 787

W

F Paxton.,
President

R

Rudy,
Oaehter.

P. Puryear
Amiatant Caablee,

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
, lac•rporat•11
Capital
r•
Surplus
*4 •
Stockholders Debility ..*•

•.19

111100,1164
err., 50,000
fora• •. 100,000

Total security to deposit ors
S2,no,otio
Accounts of Individual, and firms solicited. We appteclata
small as well as large depositors and accord to all tbe same
leen-tams, treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Depnaila
OPEN SATURDAY POO frT14

mom

7 TO a OCILOCEL

Third and Broadway

•
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•
f,••
4•.. The KING d ..•
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to the wows,
meal, aid, tau his
he lost not a maw
rrYing out a
all parts of
systematic search t
the h itisell•id yard for any traces of
the ineo or which midi have eseaped
Call, write, or phose for CA't
his keit in the darkussa.
HARRIMA LENDS TO ALTON TO
most cases are direct results
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOVI Olt
Amid the earth and
ken stones of
secured
MEET DIVIDEND.
WEAK K1DNIOYS and INa few fragthe excavutien there w
AMMATION OF THE BLADments of ore and some atomic speciIL The strain on the Kidmens of the diamantlferous material-et and inflamed membranes
uot twilit:Met, all told, to till the palm Does Not Wish
log the neck of the Bladder
Period to Be Passed
Aadruss Draughou•s Practical Itueo,ga
of his band, but he gathered them for
tan pains.
and Has to contract in
0. Author of "Wings of the Morning," -The Pills/ of
reasons
devoted
obvious
then
and
five
••
•••
Veit lug.
Light." Etc.
•••
vigorous minutes with 0 linen's spade
•••••
••••
•••
to the task of filling up the deep hole
•••
COPYRIGHT, 1904,
•-•
ettwARD J. eeteDe.
itself.
•
•
••••••••••••000••••••••••‘•••••••••••••••4 e e••••c••••
By lowering the flagstones and
Washington, D. C), June 27.-Edbreaking the earth beneath he soon ward
H. Harriman has adopted a new
gave the small surd an appearance of attitude
Most noted Waters and baths in Ameriea
toward the Chicago & Alton
(Continued '.5'rom Yesterday.)
chaos which might certainly puzzle
T1-11E IDEAL, IFAMIL,V 12E8014T
and dresses. Her wedding ring was people, but which would afford no pos- railroad different from the predators
Electrie.light,ed, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guests.
the last to go.' Most of them are out sible dew to the nature of the disturb- Policy which members of the interwo tiosese give relief, and
CHAPTER X.
state commerce commissiop alleged
of date, but I intend to-I will try to ing element.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
box wil cure any ordinary
HIS is the boy, sir," said the save some of them, especially her wedhe observed toward thatnerSperty.
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
At best they might imagine that the
i of Kidney or Bladder
AMUSEMENTS-Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
policeman.
ding ring."
Authoritative information has just
bie. Removes Gravel, cures
eread
evidence
some
of
weird crime
Fishing.
"Oh, is that him?' observed
reached here to the effect that in orJocky Mason's romance was now dis- lay in the broken area. If
petes, Seminal
Emissions,
so, they
Rates $I 11 P050 per week, 125 la $3750 per meet Special Rates to Families, Parties sal
the inspector, sticking his sipated into thin uhs The couteuts
k and Lame Back, Rheumaof toted dig until they were tired. But, der to prevent the passing of a divthumbs into his belt and gazing at Phil- the portmanteau. the
Merle Reduced Round Trip Rates ot (640 ever idioms Cetera Rona
and all irregu:arities of the
squalid appear- indeed, lie wits 110W guarding against a idend recently on Chicago & Alton
ip with professional severity.
NIERCICE BROS., OWNERS AN) MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
neys and B:adder in both
ance of the house, the date of the so- most unlikely hypothesis. The prob- Harriman made a loan of $1,000,Philip met their scrutiny without licitor's letter, the bundle of
and women. Sold at 50
pima ability was taut Johnson's Mews would 004) to that line, to be used for imflinching. He leaned against the wall tickets offered
a box on the No Cure No
conclusive ecideuce to toon cease to exist and become al- provements. It has been the history
with his hands in his pockets, one fist the inspector's matter of fact
basis by McPherson's drug
mind tuost as fubuious as the island of At- of Hie road under the dual arrange
e, Fourth and Broadway,
clinched over tbeepouchful of gold, the that the es-convict's story
was the ef-. lantis.
ment between Harrimaa and the
agents for Paducah, or sent
other guarding a diamond bigger thou feet of a Mute:been rapidly
Can be enjoyed in safe delight
applied to
Moreover, he had a project dimly Rock island system that in the years
Ball upon receipt of price to
the Koh-l-Nour.
on the STEEL STEAktsHIP
a bruin excited by the newspaper com- outlined in his mind which might
:.`.
it
was
controlled
by
bek Medicine Co., Louisville,
the
latter
it
"I am sorry I have only one chair, ments on u seusetioutil yarn about
PLEASURE
COMFORT,
REST
AND
OR
made
enure
definite
money,
if
all
well
went
with
while
t,
this
was
not the
gentlemen," be said apologetically.
seine boy who had found a panel of him that day. Then the ownership
It offers an unocluaiie.• opportunity
of case in alternate years.
"That's all right lad," said the In- diamonds.
'4..:
-.
Exclusively
Irst Class Only-Passenger ervice
\.
No, 3, Johnston's Mews. would cease
At the last meeting of the parties
spector. "The constable here tells me
Modern comfort, electric Itx tt inn; a Men t boat tounipqM for pooplex i
This youngsterliad not been favor- to trouble brim, for Philip was quite to the agreement
h tavel co:ht. Th.",emillon• WmAli i 4.,Wee El Chlrago, I,male
in New York it
l''
that you very pluckily helped him to
yal Betrothal Announced.
Net. Charlevoix Peteelieyi Illarbag epilog. and Koehler., Island
ed by any such extraordinary piece of sure the whole power of the law would was announced
oonniset rig for &Dem B•Ilhalo, 11•1•1k and all Footers and
by representatives se
enhagen, June 27.--There lb a capture a notorious burglar. The man luck. Simple chance had led him
CAnadtaa Potato. A da about our Week-end Tripe for HuN nom
to be invoked to prevent him from deal- the .Rock island that
Ken For Terms, Booklets •nit Flemsmadd'....ation add
seems
was
In
lading
mews,
this
it
and
the surplus for
in court circles that the Prinput the police on the truck of a much ing with his meteor if once the exact
10S. 8E8012)1E1W G. P. A. Manitoe Steamship Co., Chicago
the year aggregated $1,40e,000, but
/
byre, second daughter of King you first saw him looking In through wanted scoundrel, and be had very place
where it fell became publicly as the road needed
improvements it
rick, is betrothed to Prince your window. What were you doing at bravely prevented a member of the known.
would waive the dividend and use
ere third son of the kaiser. the time?"
Cone from being badly worsted in the -O'Brien's shop was scarcely open beto take a photograph of a room with
"Packing my portmanteau."
the money for additional equipment, GERMANY STOPS WOItK
siser will visit Copenhagen next
eusuing OUCOUnter.
Philip
fore
was
there with his remain- repairs, etc.
OF THE CAMERA FIEND. its contents, which the owner may
"Oh, packing your portmanteau."
Harriman instantly obA subscription would be made among ing portmanteau.
"Yes. That is it."
desire, the danger is still great, for
jected, insisting that the dividend
the officers and men of the dive-don.
"Amite Phil, me bhoy! Where in the
He stooped and nonchalantly threw and
the
room may contain pictures, and
should
Berlin,
be
June
27.--The
lesued.
snapshot
To
practical
finanthey
would
give him a silver mettle of goodness are ye gatherin' the
Sun want ads. Joe resents,
It open. His clothes and boots anti watch with
ciers who listened to him it was evi- photographer in Germany is threat- If these are recognizable in the phoa suitable inscription.
beeuttful
leather
thruuks
front?"
asksome of the other contents were exdent it was against the interests of ened with extinetion after July 1 ow- tograph. the photographer Is liable
The Inspector uoted the address giv- ed the pensioner.
posed to view. The inspector laughed.
the president of the 'Union Pacific to ing to the risk he will run of being to prosecution by the artist.
en by Philip. It was on the tip of his
"This
is
the
last
one,"
laughed the
"Not many diamonds there, •Brad- tongue
to ask his Christian name, boy. "I am off now to find a cab. and permit the passing of the dividend mulcted in heavy fines under the
ley."
when the constable suggested that they you won't see We again until Monday." because of the criticism that would new act which goes into force on that
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
"No, sir. I told you Mason was talk- should
date
examine the stable in wnich
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
"Faix. he's a wonderful lad entirely!" follow.
ing rubbish."
Mason had hidden. •
Harriman's Word Not Taken.
trouble with my bowels whieh made my
The best Salve in the world for
oprowented the old loan. "What sort
The right of all persons to the ex"Did he say any more about me be'pure. My face wee covered with plmnies
They went up the mews. --1111141fr
However, the representatives of clusive reproduction of their own Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Muni:Bier has he in the bags, at all
o external remedy could reunite I tried
ink the boy who found the meteor?" locked
aparetn and great wait my }ay when the
his door. extinguished his can- at all?"
the Reck island were in control, ana portraits or those of their houses or Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
disappeared after a month'. steady use.
asked Philip, with a first rate attempt
x.ommended them to all my friend* and
isle and lay down em the 'undress.
In idle curiosity he Kilted the last Harriman, after thinking a few mo- belongnigs is made absolutely by the all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
row have found relief./ '
at a grin.
to give satisfaction, or money refully dressed, with his newly bought addition to the pile. It was normal, ments, proposed to make a personal
Pasch, 907 Park Ave., New York City. N. Y.
new enactment. The law, however,
-Wouldn't talk of anything else," volrug for covering.
even light in weight. Then he nodded loan of $Inefe0,-000 at 5 per cent. to permits the granting of permission funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
unteered P. C. Bradley.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
- Be was so utterly tired, so exhausted knowingly.
be repaid in 1915, if the board would by anyone to a photographer to take
nest For
"Judging by the way he dropped
Cleveland, 0.
physically aud mentally by the sturni
declare
The bowels
dividends.
The proposition his photograph or that of his land(Continued in Next Issue.)
NVII911 I hit him, I expect he saw stars,"
unit lining of thie eventan day that
was
accepted. Further humiliation. scape or of his cattle or horses. But
said Philip.
r To defer a right determination !a
he was sound asleep when the two
however, was in store for Harriman. there is danger ahead for the ama"Are you leaving here?" asked the
PILES! PILES! PILES!
a -wrong one.
to T11:11
men returned.
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will The board declined to accept his mere teur or professional who takes snap
inspeetw.
They saw him through the window. cure Blind,
Bleeding and Itching word, but insisted that the proposal shots of tenue one or scenething with"Yes, I must. The company which
"He's a fine lad," said the inspeetor
owns these premises intends to pull thoughtfully. "I wonder whet be le Piles. It absorbs the turnore, allays should be made in writing, and the out previously arming himself with
them down on the first of next myth." going to make of himself. We tuner' itching at once, acts as a poultice, railroad magnate was compelled to the necessary authorization. Prosegives instant relief. Williams' Indian
"What is your name?"
have asked him who his friends were, Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles send for the general counsel of this cution and punishment may quickly
at. Palatable. Potent, Tante Gnod. Do Good,
Brcooicport, III.
"Anson."
eken, Weaken or Gripe, 10e. De,See. Never
road, who drew up the necessary pa- fotlow.
but they are not badly off, or he and itching of the private
ode. The e.noln,, tablet vtampeal C CO.
Use
$I
a Day.
Everythili 0 K
"Ah! I think I remember hearing couldn't hare got that bag and his new b druggists mail 60c parts. Sold hers.
Not to care or your mot.! Prick
Even when requested by a friend
and $1.00.
ruing Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. bon
something about your mother's death. clothee. What on earth caused Mason Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleve5.I. I. Lacks." Minim.
IL SALE,TEN MILLION BOXES Very nice woman, I was told. A lady to connect him with that diamond land, 0.
An Angler's Elysium.
too."
story?"
According to advertisements al:
"Yes: all that and wore."
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
"It's hard to say." observed the con- SWARM OF BEES STOPPED
summer resorts are alike. They are
"Of course. That accounts for your stable.
WUi AMO WOWS
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
ALL
COUNTY'S
the
best
BUSINESS.
everbut
if
fishing
is
betUse Big titer unnaturie
manners and appearance. Have yoe
For beautifying your yards and
"I will look round and have a chat
diecharges.luttainusaMous
ter anywhere else than it is in "Georto 1 wham.
estimates
some
found
Gavenwed
on
friends?"
dower
beds
uloeratiou.
Irritations or
we
with him in the morning. Poor littfe
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
Toms River, N. J., June 27.- gian Bay's we do not know where a is.
of mucous membrane.'
im ...kit...
,
will call and see you. Phone
The inspeetorai glance roved from chap! He's sleeping like a top now." There
he.deat• reweerke..
Painless, and not &stria
was a lively time around the There is a greater variety of fish in
Schmaus
Bros.
for
)argest
the
,onst or poisonous.
the serviceable portmanteau to Philip's
The inspector called at No. 3 John- cot rt house here when a swarm of this water than anywhere else, and
am
and most Comtilete stock of
Mold by Dresgesta.
.111A11,C
tidy garments, and It was his business non's Mencs soon after le next morr
Or Mot ,n plain .ratiate
v. La.
bees gathered in the court yard. For they are always hungry. No one ever
flowers and plants in the city.
by express. prepaid, kr
to make rapid deductions.
lug, but the door was locked and the several hours all besinees of the counted the fish in the Georgian Bay,
1111.01., r t. nos A.2 TS
Free delivery to any
"Yes, most fortunately."
bird flown. He spoke to Mason. after
part of the city.
"Anybody connected with Sharpe & that worthy was remanded for week, county was help up. Three years but those that have been caught there
a
ago a swarm of bees came to the have been counted and eaten, and if
Smith?" the constable put in.
SCH
MAUS BROS.
but_ a night's paluful seclusion hae court house
and lodged in the roof, you read the government reports, on
"Sharpe & Smith? Who are they?!
Reeled the burglar's lips. He vowed, but
uhath
Phone:et I92.
fisheries,
you
until
know
this
time
that
the
bees
Georgian
had
been
"Don't you know? Their young man with fearful emphasis,
to "get even" very
Leaves Paducah far Tennessee River
peaceable. Today a different Bay supplies more fish than any other
certainly didn't seem to know much with the kid who "ahted" blue
for the
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
METROPOLIS. ILL.
story is told, They became very equal body of water in the world.
about your movements. Ile has been policeman's evidence had revealed
the
- A. W. WRIGHT.... .......leilmter
angry and filled nearly every office The only place you can afford to fish
here twice looking for you. The first truth concerning the arrest
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
But not
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
in the court house, making things 1%where the fish are numerous, big
time was-let Inc see-last Monday another word would Mason
say about
and beet hotel in the city. about 4 o'clock. I was
•
This company Is not responsible
on duty in the the diamonds, and for a little while the very uncomfortable for the officials and delicious in flavor, and that
for invoice charges unless colleeed by
.2.00.
Two large sample main road, and he asked me for some
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
Inspector placed his overnight revela- Inside. They swarmed near the en- place is Georgian Bay-so the fisherthe clerk of the boat.
Bath rooms, Electric Lights. information. We came and looked in. tions
men
say.
Suppose
you
send
for
booktrance
of
the
county
clerk's
office
in the category of myths familiar
KENTUCKY,
Special excursion rates from Padusly centrally located Hotel hi but your door was locked, The man to the police in their daily dealings and many got inside, making it neces- let, issued by Grand Trunk Railway
Binding,
cah
to Waterloo: Fare for the round
Bank
Soot
System
on
beat
this
this
Work.
telling
free,
afternoon
told
me
Lets)
home
about
the
sary
to
suspend business in that office
Y.
with criminals.
trip $8.ee . Loaves Padneelb every
that the same clerk was making fur- •
of the bass, pickerel, pike and the noLibrary
for
and
'a
ions
Work
•
time.
specialty.
•
•
•
•
•
•
itERAIAL PATRONAGE SO- ther inquiries today, so as soon as I
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A brother of the county clerk was ble trout family. Address W. Robin,,.
Philip awoke shortly before 7.
came on night duty I strolled into the
LICITED.
son, 506 Park Building, Pittsburg,
badly
stung,
and
the
deputy
clerk,
He was cold and stiff. The weather
mews to find out if you were at home
Pa.
was chilly, and there was no ardent who is a popular young woman, was
That Is how I happened to see yon."
very much attracted by the bees, and
STILLS, PADUCAH
meteor
in
ANT
the
back
yard
to
keep
ths
Ile turned toward the inspector.
A Pamir" Reunion,
some of them became entangled in
"He was packing his hog at the mo- temperature of the house at a grateful
Mayfield, June 27.-A reunion of
her
hair.
She
point
had
to
during
call
in
the
a
passing
night.
CAIRO LINZ.
ment, sir, and Mason bud evident'sBut his active young frame quickly farmer, who has had experience with the Hays famt:y was held Sunday two
(Incorporated)
been seared fri-* the window by my
dissipated the effects of a deep sietei bees. He finally oorraled the pesky miles west of Farmington at the
footsteps in the arch."
home of J. M. Pryor. Those present
The inspector pursed out his imetetelp. on a drafty floor. Ile washed his face things.
were: W. 0. Melvin and wife, D. H.
We sad Paduesh Packets
and
hands
at
the
in
sink
the
scullery,
"The whole thing is perfectly clear,"
Spend your vacation on the Greet
Rays and wife, Boss Hays, Billie
and
his
next
thought
was
for
breakLakes and travel VI. the large. safe
be said. "Boy, have you got a _watch?"
PARDON FOR FLEEING PASTORS Hays, Mrs. Tinsley, F. M.
Moffit
and
and
comfortable Meunier. of the.
a
proof,
proof:
if
feat,
were
uceded.
"No," SIM Philip. surprised by this
D. & C. Line. Your local ticket &gen'
wife, q]lin Thompson and family, Henthat he arose refreshed in &hid pad.
Mill sell von through th•keta via the
odd queittion.
TiTo Return Home After Escapades ry Sielnner and wife, N. L. Galloway
D.& es Line to all (treat tees Re7
"Bradley, he hasn't got a watch." ob- body.
and Are Forgiven By Wives.
'ports. A mammoth new
coatand wife, J. C. Galloway, Miss AnIn the Mile End road there are plening
$1.250,000.00 will he in 4,, wniinaiiiin
served the Inspector. Ile ,nesin adBridgeton, N. J., June 27.- Rev. nie Colley, G. M. Garner and wife,
between Detroit and Clevtio.ht
ty
of
early
morning
erestatirants.
At
(Dab, Except Sunday.)
dressed Philip.
Oscar W. Fletcher, who, after reign- 'Mies Sailide Hamlet, Miss Valley
season 19(5.
Finone of the it he Ilinflt3 a eubatantial ing the
.mars Joe Fowler and John 8
"Where are you going tomorrow?"
pastorate of St. John's Ger- ney. Mite Alberta Ganong, C. W
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Sault Ste. Marie by rail in through
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sir.
If
it
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bee for him.
Is at 8 a. in. sharp., daily, ex.
Harrington, Del., June 26.-Rev. sleeping cars; thence by steamer to
unday. Special excursion rates I shouldn't he here now. Jocky had
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"What is the date of that letter?' he
unpaid June bills, after July 1. Call
Inquired.
office Richmond House.;
MCPHERSON
Ptimel Woe ea Telepheee Orders. early and greatly oblige.
"Jan. 15 of this year."
'
S
Telephone 06-Li,
Yours very truly,
"And what are tboae-pawn Battier
Peventh and Broadway.:
Drag Store.
JOHN J. DORIAN,
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KIDNEY
GLOBES

GRAYSON SPRINGS
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WILL CURE IT

LAKE BREEZES
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ILD BLOOD

Oak Dale Hotel
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FLOWERS

STEllE1 CLYDE

V STATE HOTEL

HENRY MANMEN, JR

Enjoy,
the Deliglifg
of a Lake Trip

COAST LI N.&.'
MACK I NA

CHAFING DISH

Vacation Necessities

Cordial
Mid-Summer
Greeting

iE LINE STEAMERS

S. II. WINSTEAD

For a tonic or stimulant there is
nothing superior to the

Early Times

Jack Beam

as it is aged by a natural
process. Read the government
stamp---shows nine summers old.
Sold everyvihere.

1
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C ARMING LADY
MISS BOLINON SUBMITS TO INTERVIEW ANENT UFA
.o...o.„
adA ineglAWAI/

Power-No Muscular Force Excited
as Demouftrated in Several
. Ways By This Woman,

Miss Marie Rolfson who is appearing at Wallace park Casino, turns
out to be a charming lady who consented gracefully to an
interview.
The first topic was of course, that
mysterious power which manifests itself through her.
"What it is exactly," said Miss
Rolfson, I lam really unable to say
You can say that I undergo a certain
undefinable change upon a flesh contact with the subject of my experinient. I should define it as forming
a circuit, physical strength has noth
lag to do with it. A man of exceptional strong physique may beoome
as a child in my hands, but the especial qualification is a good intellect. Some exceptional people I can
lift without contact, but a drunkard
is utterly useless for scientific investigation. I have placed a paper band
over the muscles of my arm and conducted experiments without breaking
it.
Also my subject may securely
hold a hen's egg in his hand whilst I
perform my feat of lifting him in a
chair, with the egg held in his hand
and his hand between my hand and
the chair while I lift. Thus I am
convinced that muscular force Is not
used, if it was the egg would break."
When asked to explain what is the
nature of the power, which thus
flows, out of her she is speechless.
She does not know nor can any scientist yet consulted enlighten her. The
girl herself is a. prodigy in no other
way, as her physique is quite of the
ordinary kind and she shows her mus
cies are quite unused in lifting or In
her resistance to be lifted herself.
For example, after having shown that
an ordinary man can with ease raise
her three or four feet In the air just
as a father tosses his Infant at the
air, she suddenly takes a stand on the
floor and defies the efforts of ten
strong men to raise her by so much
as an inch. Here there Is no possible advantage to be gained from
The gentlemen stand on
posture
either side of her and lift vertically.
The girl's weight is not more than
115 pounds. The men can lift easily
in their positions 1,50 or 2,00i
pounds, yet they cannot raise Miss
Roifson i hair's breadth from the
floor to which she has chosen to adhere.
One of Miss Rolfson's most remarkable feats Is to stand upon an •
foot and let twenty or thirty gentle
men try to throw her off her balauce

cfridaq
9 to 12 'O'clock

lisle Yinish Xose
10e Value for Te

Jee
Window
Sisplaq
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Window
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morning, 9 to
FOR12Friday
o'clock, we will place
on sale 25 dozen of our exceedingly strong regular 10c sell7n
ing hose, for this period
IU
we will sell at, pair We have been having these
special hosiery sales, different
values, each morning and you
should certainly attend one if
you desire economical goods.

WILL

GUIDE RIVERSIDE
PITAL IN FUTURE.

Cornell Wins Boat Race.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., June 27.New Superintendent Comes Highly
I Cornell won the varsity eight-oared
Ite.Innmended-Miss Hargis
vice at the intercollegiate regatta for
Is Rewarded.
the eighth time this evening in the
most exciting contest ever rowed
over the four mile Poughkeepsie
Miss Valeria M. Knisley, superin- course. Cornell's time was 20:02tendent-e:ect of Riverside hospital, 2-5; Columbia was second, the Naval
ie a graduate of the Medico-Chirur- academy third, Penrylvania fourth,
Georgetown
Ideal college, and has had experience Wisconsin fifth, and
i4 the Minnequa hospital at Pueblo, sixth. Syracuse did not finish, her
She comes high:y recommend- shell being swamped half a mile from
ed, She will arrive Sunday to relieve the finish
Miss Edith Crooks, of Louisville, who
We ,heard a boy say this morning:
resigned after a most successful
year's work. Nfiffri Lula Hargis, head "I'll not fight any boy that throws
nurse at Riverside, for her devotion rocks."

If you wish a new home go to the Texas Gulf('oast country, where
you can live and enjoy life, immigration Is already in that direction
and as a consequence development will be rapid. As to climate,
health and production it is a veritable second tlalifornia. The moil Is
deep and rich, producing well cotton, corn, alfalfa, sugar cane, etc.,
also all kinds of fruit and truck. Something will grow every day in
the year, the winter crop being as prolitabie as the summer crop
The thermometer scarcely ever reaches freezing and never goes higher
than'98. Health is of the best, chills and fevers never occurring.
This country has good drainage, a Continual gulf breeze, a healthful
climate, good railroad service and a continual growing season; it has
no blizzards add no hot winds. Its greatest need is people. Land In
small tracts is AU to $30 per acre; in large tracts is $5 up, aocordingto
location. Terms east',
If you desire a farm of 40 acres or more, a ranch or other large
tract; or a winter home away front the cold of the north we can suit
you, Come go with us on a cheap excursion and Investigate.
For further information and for literature see Or write

HUNTER FURCHES, Paducah, Ky.
Roc)m 2,Truetleart Building

L

I I' S.-We also have a large list of choice Padu'cah property. See us.

.A.11111110110* sea river„hoate, Lee Line, Evansville
rb)
entt- Paducah line, Cumberla.nd
river boats, in tact every packet
touching here will get some of the
business. Decks covered with Hacks
of wheat will be a familiar sight, and
the clerks will have extra hours to
work in handling them.
The Peters Lee arrived on. time
this morning at 13:)0 o'clock from
-Memphis and left after tasting on a
'rood 'pacs:enger list and freight busitimes for einrinnati.
A clerk from the Dauber has been
;it the wharf all' day receiving freight
for that packet, which will arrivb
late this afternoon and leave for
gashville as tifloll as the busiuess can
be handled.
The John S. Hopkins with Captain
Bewley on the deck, arrived on time,
of course, this morning and left for
Evangaille with a satisfactory trip.
Wonder If that boy who stood on
the burning deck eating peanuts by
the peck, was Stanley Futrell.
GIVEN BY THE
The wharfboat has one lasting attraction to the Paducah small boy
KNIGHTS OF, PYTHIAS
aside from the excitement of the water. Peanuts usually are lying all
Steamer Dick Fowler will
over the wharfboat and if the officers
make four round trips. leavare not watching, the boys g(*t a
ing Paducah at 8:30, 11,:30,
handful.
4:00 and 7:30 taclocii.
The Blue Spot did not leave until
grounds
and
will
have
Boat
this morning for the Tennessee river.
Positively
pollee protection.
The Savannah will arrive tonight
no objectionable characters
or in the morning from St. Louis for
will be allowed to attend, and
the Tennessee river.
Mich persons need not apply.
The Kentucky will arrive tonight
the
yourself
You will save
from the Tennessee river and wait
embarrassment of being reuntil Saturday before returning.
fused.
The bottom is falling out of the
,
ottrild3 was register
river now. 0]
There will be a varied line
for the last 24 hours.
ed this tnor
of amusements, among the
The difference between the stage on
a floating palace moored at
this date 19.7 and on. the same date
the landing, and a moving
last year 10.1 is growing smaller.
picture show inside the cave.
,"Where, 0! where, has my little
Dancing on boat- and grounds.
dog gone?" is the song sung nowallays by Harry Blackford, of the
Fare for round trip, 50 cents;
Coal company.
Kentucky
West
children, 25 cents.
'"Rags" left on !the Joe Wheeler ten
days ago but he will come home
wagging his tail behind him.

River Excursion
Basket Picnic
and Barbecue
OWEN'S CAVE
JULY 4

launches, there are many handsome
ones for rent. There are few more
delightful outings than a trip up
the river in the moonlight on a fast
launch.
The moonlight ex'ursion planned
by one of the churches oa the Dick
Fowler tonight has been called off.
The Dick Fowler cleared for Cairo
this morning wit ha large number of
young persons taking the round trip.

Cairo
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
Evansville
Florence-Missing.
Johnsonville
Louisville
Mt. Carmel
•
Nashville
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
Paducah

32.8 0.8
7.0 0.1
15.0
16.1 2.3

fall
rise
fall
fall

6.4
6.6
7.2
9.0
5.6
24.3
16.5
19,7

fall
fall
fall
fall
rise
rise
fall
fall

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
2.5
1.1
2.1
2.8

The Chicago Tribune says: The
pilot of the steamboat James Flake,
Jr., that made daily trips from Paducah to Cairo was the owner of a dog
that enabled him to steer his vessel
safely through a dangerous chain of
rocks that lie In the Ohio river about
midway between the two shies. The
pilot's home was on the high bluff
near the Grand Chain, as It is called,
and when he made his downward trip
in the forenoon the dog was always
on the lookout and would wag a
friendly greeting to his master. On
the return trip (always after dark)
the dog would go down to the river
and walk far out on the exposed rock
a certain *pot.
always selecting
A where he-would howl long and loud
until the boat disappeared around the
bend into safe water. He kept his
lonely vigil for years, and was known
among rivermen from c'ittsburg to
New Orleans. Other pilots steered
their vessel by the sound of the faithful watehers -voice. His deeds were
recounted by out representative at
Washington In a speech pleading for
an appropriation for the improvement
of the channel of the Ohio river, A
government light nctw stands on the
spot where the pilot's dog once sent
forth his mournful warning.
"Free beer" in a newly opened saloon on the south side practically lef
the river without labor this aftet
noon. All the coal docks negroes let
for the scene of the free flowing boa
and the Fanhie Wallace had to shit'
for herself
T. B. Pierson has gone back on II,
Fannie Wallace as captain, and pile'
and Wesley Bennett will go to He
Springs, Mk., for a visit.
The Hera is laid up for n't ,
Wall.,
after taking the Fannie
place for several weeks.
The Charles Turner will get awn.
Friday for the Tennessee river wile
the burnt boilers are repaired.
Gasoline lanneh parties on tie
:river are becoming nightly events
'and a chola of professional operators
hae grown up to supply the dtiliand.
Is addition to the numerous private

.

39c SALEFRIDAY 39c
Save From llc to 61c
on Every Item Adverm
tised Here for Friday
(tomorrow)
THISwe Friday
are going to give
you something new in the
way of a sale. It's a 39c sale.
every item taken from our
regular stock of seasonable
gssds, and we guarantee to
save you from 11c to 61c on
every item you buy at our
39c sale.
Read every item carefully, for there are
some great bargains

•
'The Ohio from Evansville to Paducah will continue falling during the
next 3 days. At Cairo will continue
falling during the next 36 hours,
passing below 32 teet. The Tennessee at Florence will fall slowly during the next 24 hours. The Mississippi from St. Louis to Cairo will rise
during the next 36 hours.

Business will pick up with all the
A farmer's idea of a joke is the
packets with the approach of the town visitor who tries to hell) him
wheat season. The St. Louis-Tennes- with his work.

in the lot.
SILKS
One lot of Silks taken from our regular stock of
foulards, taffetas, fancy waist silks and dress patterns, not one piece sold less than 75c a yard; all
in one big lot at,
per yard

39c

LAWNS
10 yards of a good quality of figured
lawns will be sold Friday for,,

39c

DAMASK

These Are the Prices on White Linen
Suits This Week During Our Sale
$3504.1 embroidered white or colored Linen Suits DT.'
being sold now at
$30.00 white or colored Linen Suits, prettily emti0
_ _ Q I JialU .
broidered, for_
$25.00 white or colored embroidered Linen Snits

$24,95

$16.95
$12.95
$10195

$20.00 white or colored Linen Suits, with medalfull skirts, nicely made.
$16.50 Suits, Eton or Pony backs, with straps or
applique, very natty and pretty__
lions,

to her duty and ability was given
an advance of $10 a month by the
hospital board. The election of Dr.
J. T. Reddick to succeed Dr. Frank
Boyd, as secretary of the hospital
board insures a continuance of the
HOSpolicy, which has gained a reputation
for the institution.

TEXAS GULF COAST LAND

THMSDAY, JrNit

Kn

,River Stages.

SAME POLICY

A.a SUN.

3 pieces of Table Damask froin regular stock, 2
pieces Bleached Mercerized and 1 piece
Linen Silver Bleached, 50c value.

TOWELS
2 pair (4 towels) good heavy bath Towels, well
worth 25c pair, will be sold Fridey
two pair for_

39c

LINEN
One piece 36 inch Pongee Dress Linen; this is a
good grade of all linen suiting, suitable for dresses
and children's clothes,

39c

LINEN SCARFS

317
BROADWAY

317
BROADWAY

One lot of all linen, hand drawn wash stands
scarfs; a good quality for50c,
Friday

39c

LADIES
. VESTS
One lot of Lisle Vests with draw string, both
neck and sleeves; a regular 10c straight,
to be sold Friday 5 for._____________39C
One lot Silk Vests for ladies in pink and blue,
with wide lace trimming the same color, a
75c grade, to be uld for

39c

HOSIERY
One lot of 50c lisle thread lace hose,
pretty patterns (black only) Friday_

39c

SHIRT WAISTS
•

Ten dozen white lawn Shirt Waists, well made
and nicely trimmed with lace and embroidery;
cheapest waist in the lot was 50c;

39c
2on
041.1

DRAWERS
One lot of Muslin Drawers, hemstitched and
tucked, well made and full, a splendid 5013
9C
value. Friday

3

HANDKERCHIEFS
Any 5c ladies' handkerchief in the house -lace,
embroidered, plain, colored or white,
_
Friday...

39c

CRASH
Here is the handsomest Table Tumbler ever turned
out by a glass factory. Made of clear crystal glass
of the very best quality. The numerous concave
flutes reflect one into the other and give this tumb:cr a most brilliant and attractive appearance. The
regular value is 35c per 1-2 doz, but we have 4 barrels to sell special Saturday at

a

Four yards ofeoll pure linen towel crash,
12 1-se value, riday for

Friday and Saturday
All Lots Limited

Not More Than l Doz. to a Cusfotner. No Phone Orders

NOAH'S ARK VARIETY STORE
319 BROADWAY

3Sc

These Prices Are for

19c Per 1-2 Dozen

39c

oGiLidvt...9TORZ- 39C
DRY OIDODS
CARPETS
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PEAR'S SOAP
Five cakes of genuine Pear's Scala will be
sold Friday for..____

ol
of

